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N ew  phone system  possibility  
for U M , other M ontana schools
By Deb Thiele
K aim in  Reporter
The University of Montana 
and two other Montana Universi­
ty System schools may look into 
an alternative telephone system 
with an independent phone com­
pany to replace the current 
system with Mountain Bell.
According to John Neraas, 
administrator of the state Depart­
ment of Administration Com­
munications Division, the cost of 
the phone system is. going up so 
fast that UM may be able to get a 
new computerized system for 
about the same price. The old 
mechanical system has limited 
service options, he said.
Last year, UM’s phone bill was
more than one-half million 
dollars.
Mountain Bell is a subsidiary 
of AT&T.
“There is no guarantee it (a new 
system) would reduce the cost,” 
Neraas said, “but Mountain Bell 
isn’t going to give the university 
any of the options of new 
technology.”
Some of the options available 
in the computerized phone 
systems would help the universi­
ty control the cost of its phone 
bill, he said.
These options include:
• Automatic route selection — 
a computer would automatically 
select and place the phone call on 
the telephone line that would
most inexpensively transmit the 
call. The line could be a WATS 
line, microwave line or a direct- 
dial line.
• Cueing — if a number being 
called was busy, the caller could 
program his phone to ring when 
the number he was trying to 
reach became free.
• Forwarding — if a person is 
going out, his calls can be 
transferred within the system to 
his destination.
Patricia Douglas, Ufyl vice 
president of Fiscal Affairs, is 
concerned about immediate costs 
of replacing the telephone system 
and where financing will come 
from.
Neraas said the Com ­
munications Division has done a 
feasibility study that found the 
university would not have to pay 
for the system right away. It 
could pay on a monthly basis, as 
it does with Mountain BelL The 
monthly charges would not be 
more than those UM incurs now, 
he added.
Also, the telephone system 
would be paid for and owned by 
the university within seven 
years.
Neraas said the feasibility 
study showed - that UM would 
save $1.7 million within 10 years 
by changing systems.
The other two schools 
recommended to look into a 
telephone system change are 
Montana State University and 
Eastern Montana College.
Independent companies the 
schools may consider are 
Northern Telecom, ROLM and 
General Telephone, all of which
Cont. on p. 8
Good grades are 
anASUM must
All ASUM officers and Central Board members must have a
2.00 grade point average to stay in office, according to one 
interpretation of a clause in the ASUM Constitution.
The ASUM Constitution states: “Any member of the 
association . . .  who is in good academic standing, is qualified 
to hold any elective or appointive position.”
The Constitutional Review Board held a meeting yesterday 
afternoon and interpreted “good academic standing” to be a
2.00 G.P.A.
The CRB has the power to interpret the constitution. The 
constitution itself states that, “There shall be a Constitutional 
Review Board to decide upon any questions arising in regard 
to the ASUM Constitution and Bylaws.”
According to ASUM Vice President Eric Johnson, a CRB 
memo will be sent today to Philip Bain, University of 
Montana Registrar, asking that transcripts of CB members 
and ASUM officers be reviewed.
Development in wilderness 
‘ tragic m istake,’ says Cutler
By Jim Marks
Kaimin Reporter
Allowing oil and mineral 
development in proposed and 
designated wilderness areas runs 
against the very concept of 
wilderness, the senior vice presi­
dent for the Audubon Society said 
last night at the University of 
Montana.
Rupert Cutler, the former assis­
tant secretary of agriculture un­
der President Jimmy Carter, 
originated the Roadless Area 
Review and Evaluation (RARE) 
II program. He spoke to about 200 
people in the underground Lec­
ture Hall. The theme of his lecture 
was “Energy Development and 
Wilderness.”
“ Mineral entry into the 
wilderness system is a tragic 
mistake,” Cutler said.
The concept of wilderness — 
the idea of setting aside certain 
public lands and preserving them 
in a natural state — is in direct 
conflict with mineral and oil 
development, he said, explaining 
that the damages of exploration 
and oil and mineral removal 
would destroy what wilderness 
stands for.
The blame for the lessening of 
development checks rests square­
ly with the Reagan administra­
tion and Secretary of the Interior 
James Watt, he said.
“At this point, I don’t think 
anyone in the Reagan ad­
m inistration  knows what 
wilderness is or even cares,” he 
said.
He said every administration,
Democrat and Republican alike, 
accepted and supported the con­
cept that wilderness should be set 
aside from industry and explora­
tion, until the Reagan ad­
ministration relaxed wilderness 
development checks.
He explained the change in 
standards in the following 
manner:
Previous to the Reagan ad­
ministration, wilderness areas 
were entirely closed to develop­
ment. But Reagan and Watt have 
allowed industry to explore with 
the mere qualification of having 
completed a ‘*very back of
envelope” environment assess­
ment. After the exploration is 
completed and further develop­
ment is likely, then a more rigid 
environmental impact statement 
is required.
By the time the environmental 
impact statement is completed, 
the damage to the ecosystem of a 
wilderness area is already done, 
he said.
Cutler went on to say that the 
entire push for mineral and oil 
development in wilderness areas 
and other public lands is not
Cont. on p. 8
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THE GRIZZLY BASKETBALL TEAM played with intensity in 
last night’s game with Utah State. Sophom ore guard Marc 
Glass directed the court traffic through much o f  the game, and 
the Grizzlies beat the Aggies 61 to 46. (Staff photo by Paul 
VanDevelder.)
City to decide fate 
of ASUM proposal
By Ace Ramel
Kaimin Contributing Reporter '
The Missoula City Council will 
vote Monday night on a resolu­
tion to support a proposed ASUM 
program that will provide a 
student representative to the 
council.
The proposal was approved 
Wednesday by the council’s 
Judicial Review Committee.
A similar proposal, made by 
ASU M  P re s id e n t S teve 
Spaulding, was turned down 
earlier by the committee because 
of possible legal problems. Some 
city officials expressed concern
Today’s 
weather
We’ll have mostly sunny 
skies today, but tonight will 
be cloudy with scattered 
rain or snow.
High today 38, low 
tonight 20.
that Spaulding’s proposal would 
appear to grant the student 
representative more rights than 
other citizens, which is illegal 
under state law.
Assistant City Attorney Mae 
Nan Ellingson drafted the revis­
ed proposal to eliminate legal 
problems. The revised resolution 
specifies that although the stu­
dent representative can par­
ticipate in council activities, he or 
she will not have more rights 
than other citizens.
Spaulding said yesterday that 
he is satisfied with the revised 
resolution. He said it is “basically 
the same” as his version.
The resolution says the student 
representative could:
• attend City Council 
meetings.
• speak at City Council 
meetings on issues pertinent to 
the University of Montana, con­
sistent with council rules.
• request that the council in­
itiate legislation or other action.
• attend and participate in 
council committee meetings, also
i consistent with council rules.
opinions
They finally did 
som ething right
Ah, there’s hope after all.
Despite the fact that Congress turned tail and ran in 
the face of President Reagan’s offensive on tax cuts, 
budget cuts and AWACS, the Senate showed yesterday 
that it still has some sense and some backbone left.
The Senate yesterday overwhelmingly turned down 
President Reagan’s plan to house MX missiles in Titan 
and Minuteman silos until a decision is made on a 
permanent MX-basing system.
The vote was four in favor of the system and 90 
against the idea. Ninety! Surely that should tell 
hawkish Reagan something. The vote amended the 
$208.5 billion military spending bill by stipulating that 
none o f the $334 million in MX research and 
development funds could go towards reinforcing the 
silos for eventual MX habitation.
The Democrats in the Senate declared, during debate, 
that the nation is “ overprepared for nuclear war.”  This, 
a mild understatement, is what lies at the root of the 
arguments over the MX and all other nuclear weaponry.
Reagan and his misguided military advisers have 
continually warned the country that we are not 
sufficiently prepared or armed for a possible Soviet 
attack, and that in order to be so prepared we need to 
build more, bigger and more powerful weapons. This is 
poppycofck. In order to face that “ inevitable(?)” 
confrontation, we don’t need more, bigger and 
more powerful weaponry, we need discussion and 
negotiation with the Soviets. That way we avoid the 
confrontation that we are spending so many billions of 
dollars on.
A motion was still to be made by a Democratic 
senator from Arkansas which would amend the 
military budget by eliminating all money for planning 
and design of MX bases except for $20 million for long- 
range planning.
Now the Senate is showing some intelligence. Now 
they’re showing a little courage. Now tihey’re taking the 
first steps, small as they are, toward peaceful 
disarmament.
—Susan T oft
letters
From a sink of 
degradation
Editor: I write this from a sink of 
moral degradation to the Cotton 
Mather of the “ peace communi­
ty,” Mr. Karl Zanzig, in response 
to his letter (Kaimin, Nov. 19.)
I knew you would write Mr. 
Zanzig, it was only a matter of 
time. You see, I know you. I’ve 
known you for a long time. The 
only questions I had were how 
long it would take you to write 
and at what level of hysteria. Oh, 
I don’t know you personally. 
What I mean is that I know your 
mentality. Folk like you can’t 
abide a different view. Your wear 
your virtue somewhat like a 
swastika and you can never resist 
making an ass of yourself.
After reading your letter the 
above questions have been 
answered. The level of hysteria 
was extremely high and of reason 
there was none. I’m tempted to 
simply rest my case on the basis 
of your argument alone and 
would feel secure about the ver­
dict if I did so. But, my father told 
me never to run from a fight so 
I’m damned if I will.
Before getting to specifics, let 
me point out that you failed to 
respond to the substance of my 
concerns. Instead, you chose 
phony and empty rhetoric, 
posturing and namecalling. I am 
concerned Mr. Zanzig, not sur­
prised you understand, but con­
cerned at the level of viciousness 
and the vehemence of your letter.
Is that what “ peacemakers” do? 
You obviously subscribe to the 
aphorism that “ if you ain’t with 
us, you must be agin us.”  That 
attitude seems a first cousin to 
“America, love it or leave it.” 
Both are simplistic crap and find 
their roots in totalitarianism. I 
seem to hear you saying “ accept 
my concept of peace or I’ll kill 
you.”
Now, let’s look at the record. 
You indict me for “moral-emp­
tiness,” lack of comprehension, 
poor vocabulary (that one really 
hurts), concern with profits over 
people, concern for bureaucratic 
needs over those of people, moral 
bankruptcy and death worship.' 
Zowie Cotton, don’t you think you 
were a little brutal. It sounds like 
a case of overkill to me. I mean all
I did was call one bluff and 
suggest that a rightful debt 
should be paid.
Let’s discuss your points. Take 
peace and the peace community 
for starts. Just exactly what is the 
peace community Cotton and 
what must you believe to get in? 
How does one get to be a 
peacemaker? If all you have to do 
is say it then we can all join up. It 
might be possible that even I, 
archenemy of peace, may have 
some peaceful thoughts and im­
pulses. The thing is Cotton, I 
can’t be sure until I’ve checked 
with you. Since you know so 
much about peace, perhaps you 
should draw up rules, guidelines 
and regulations to make it easier 
'for others to know if they qualify.
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
I  KNOW.. TVE 
DON'T YOU THINK JUST BEEN
J ME SHOULD GET THINKING
1 UR DEAR? TVS ABOUT DAVE
l  NEARLY 9:90.. STOCKMAN..
nope. im  not giving
f 1'  IN. AS I  TOLD SENA-
I  ULLYOU TOR BAKER YESTERDAY,
HAVE TO LET CONSRESS CAN LEAN 
HIM 60, ON ME AIL THEY A m ,
DEAR? BUT DAVID STOCKMAN
w
> r
WHATS.WHATS 
WHAT'S THAT DOWN AT 
WRONG, THE FOOT OF- 
DEAR? THE BED?..
v  OH, MY GOD..
r  « * • _  ,  THE HEAP
v A 0- OF A  TROJAN HORSef
Look on it as a labor of love.
Its ironic to find myself accused 
of placing profits before people. 
Why? Because for the past nine 
years I’ve been a caseworker for 
the Department of Public Welfare 
helping to redistribute wealth. 
Prior to that I was a sailor and 
worked the steel mills. Hardly 
seems the stuff of a captain of 
industry but what the hell, why 
quibble.
Now Mr. Zanzig, I want you to 
know that there is nothing intrin­
sically wrong with wishing the 
trains to run on time. Although I 
never made the point, I will 
associate myself with it. If that 
makes me responsible for “world 
genocide,” what can I say.
In the word according to Cotton 
Zanzig, we are asked to believe 
that Messman-Ruckers calls to 
his girlfriend were a “genuine 
human attempt of shattering the 
silence and complicity during the 
proceedings of world genocide.” 
Jesus, and here I thought all 
along it was simply a case of 
nickle dime ripping off of student 
funds. The thing is, it may be true 
that the Messman-Ruckers speak 
to God but they are still obligated 
to offer proof of their conver­
sations (apologies to Thomas 
Hobbes). In the absence of such 
proofs, it is necessary for them to 
pay up.
Interestingly, the Kaimin car­
ried a story today noting that the 
Messman-Ruckers had make a 
token payment on their debt. 
From this, it appears they 
acknowledge the obligation. That 
is progress and releases Ms. 
DeStefano from part of her pledge 
but please, it still leaves 
something of a bad taste here. 
There is a childish, petulant tone 
to the accompanying letter from 
Messman-Rucker which leads me 
to believe the token was not made 
from altruism. We are ad­
monished that we should have 
pursued collection in a manner 
more pleasing to Messman- 
Rucker. Sadly, we did not.
If my challenge to Ms. 
DeStefano was idiotic as you 
claim Mr. Zanzig pray what Was 
her offer? There’s always some 
son of a bitch willing to call a 
bluff Cotton, and thats what I 
did. Ms. DeStefano shouldn’t 
play the game if she can’t abide 
the rules. As I suspected, her offer 
was pure grandstand, a trait not 
unknown within the peace com­
munity. It was an empty and 
cynical gesture; a triumph of form 
over substance.
It seems a quantum leap from 
my concern over payment of a 
rightful debt, disgust with 
shallow moralizing and cheap 
theatrics to death worship. I’m 
not sure you can get there from 
here. I feel concern for my own life 
and assert the same concern for 
others. Trouble is, your 
peacefulness notwithstanding, 
its often people like you and 
DeStefano who get guys like me 
killed.
Finanlly, Mr. Zanzig, you
issued a challenge for me to join 
the human race (read peace 
community) and to gain a 
reverence for life. From my 
perspective out here in the cold as 
a sub or non-human, I’m not at all 
sure I wish to join a humanity 
exemplified by you and Ms. 
DeStefano. I think I’d rather stay 
out in the cold and keep what 
values I have.
Yours in moral turpitude.
James Rackley 
graduate, political science
Dateline: Success!
Editor: Hey! You and Your 
Future! You’re quite a team! 
The World lies waiting for You 
at Your doorstep! And it’s No 
Wonder, because You’re a 
Special Person! Yes, you see, 
Y ou ’ve got w hat It Takes! You 
brighten up any Room You glide 
intoj And Small Wonder! You’ve 
taken Great care to Cultivate 
that A ll Important Image!
Yes, Y ou ’ve Got It! You Con­
trol Your D e s t in a t io n : 
Destination: SUCCESS!!!
You can Strike Gold! Hey! 
Climb into your Sleek Cruising 
Machine, your hair Elegantly 
Styled! My, your Blue Business 
Suit is Becoming! Christopher 
Cross sure sounds good on your 
B i-A m ped, H i-T ech  A uto 
Entertainment Center! Hey! 
Have an extra Cold, Leisurely 
Manhattan at Your Business 
Appointment! You ’ve certainly 
Got that Competitive Edge! But 
now Give Y ourself a Present! 
Relax in Your Hot Tub with your 
Fine Lady, as your Half-Speed 
M aster Recording of the 
Doobies Latest spins on Your 
Hi-Tech Home Media Center!
Your kind of Living! Yes! 
Because Y ou  Know where 
Y ou ’re Going! You ’ve got a 
Handle on the Future! You 
Know  Your Destination!!!
DESTINATION: 
SUCCESS!!! /
Hey! Personally and Sincerely 
Yours!
Shawn Swagerty 
junior, English literature 
Chief executive avatar, 
DESTINATION: SUCCESS
Get the facts right
Editor: A play review by its very 
nature is subjective. Just like an 
editorial, it is supposed to be. 
When a journalist writes for 
publication opinions which are 
going to affect people’s artistic 
reputations, common justice 
demands that the reviewer at 
least get the verifiable facts 
correctly on who-what-where- 
when. But when a reviewer does 
not bother to do her homework, 
and cannot even get ‘ factual 
matters straight, one is entitled to 
question the value of her artistic 
opinions as expressed in the 
review. One also wonders: did
Kaimin Fine Arts Editor Kate 
Egli see the same “Sound of 
Music” the'Wilma audience did? 
Did she even attend the perfor­
mance she wrote about in the 
Kaimin of November 20?
To begin with: David Simmons 
was the play’s musical director 
and conductor. He did not direct 
the play, as Egli states. James A» 
Caron gets that credit. There is a 
big difference between the two 
functions, which any but the 
most callow neophyte would 
recognize. If Egli had read the 
program of the play she is sup­
posed to have attended, she would 
have known who the director 
was.
It is nice that Egli approved of 
Alicia Bullock’s performance. It 
would have been even nicer if she 
had bothered to get the correct 
spelling for the name of Bullock’s 
character. (It is not “ Lisel”  but 
“ Liesl,”  a fact any competent 
drama critic would have dis­
covered.)
A performer may be praised or 
panned, and those are the risks 
they all accept. It goes with the 
territory. But to pan Liz Nicklay 
for the singing of a number 
(Climb Every Mountain) which 
she does not even perform in the 
play — that is not only unfair, it is 
carelessly cruel. I think the com­
munity will know just how much 
credibility to give Egli’s esthetic 
opinions in any future critiques 
she may write. The song was 
done, not by Nicklay, but by Ann 
Carey (Mother Abbess), who drew 
cheers at every performance.
I am not a professional jour­
nalist, but my mother was. She 
told me the first lesson on her first 
job (in 1916) was, “A good 
reporter double-checks her facts.” 
Don’t they teach that at the 
Montana J-School these days?
The sloppiest, most un­
professional performance of the 
week took place, not on the stage 
of the Wilma, but on the pages of 
the Kaimin. We now know the 
identity of the person who is truly 
(to use Egli’s phrase) “hindered 
by her amateur standing.”
Richard Nagle 
527 E. Main St.
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D on ’t let w inter camping snow  you
By Bill Miller
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Hey there campers, don’t put 
away those backpacks yet! The 
winter camping season is here 
and according to Jim Wood of the 
University of Montana Outdoor 
Program (formerly the Outdoor 
Resource Center), sleeping bags, 
tents and clothing can be ad­
justed to make them suitable for 
cold weather camping.
Wood spoke on winter camping 
to about 40 people in the Universi­
Wood suggested covering the 
entire floor space with Ensolite 
padding to insulate against cold 
air rising from the ground. He 
said a rubberized sheet that will 
not crack in freezing weather can 
be spread on the floor to catch 
water and slush dragged in from 
outside. This sheet can be pulled 
out, shaken off and replaced.
Ralph Klawitter, who is active 
in the UM Outdoor Program, was 
on hand for Wood’s talk and 
discussed frost liners. A frost 
liner is a piece of material put up
ty Center Lounge Wednesday.
He said the average down 
sleeping bag can keep a person 
warm in temperatures as low as 
15 degrees. With the addition of 
either a bivouac bag or a vapor 
barrier liner, these bags can keep 
the weary camper warm at below- 
zero temperatures.
A bivouac bag is a sack 
weighing about a pound and fits 
over a sleeping bag. Its purpose is 
to stop the movement of cold air 
around the sleeping bag and to 
create a cushion of warm, still air. 
A bivouac bag is usually made of 
Gore-Tex, a material that allows 
water vapor to pass through it 
from inside, but repels water on 
the outside.
The cost of a bivouac bag starts 
at about $60 from manufacturers 
like Pack-Foam Products, Sierra 
West or Early Winters. Wood 
said, however, that one can make 
a bivouac bag out of Gore-Tex 
from Blue Star Canvas Products 
of Missoula or Recreational 
Equipment, Inc. (REI) of Seattle, 
Wash. Gore-Tex costs about $9 a 
yard.
A vapor barrier liner may be 
inserted inside a sleeping bag to 
retain body heat. It is made of 
plastic or rip-stop-nylon and 
weighs only about six ounces. It 
too can be homemade, but can be 
bought from Camp 7 for about 
$20.
To make a tent winter-proof,
inside a tent to keep condensation 
from dripping on campers. 
Klawitter said frost liners can be 
made from old sheets.
As for clothing, Wood said lay­
ering is a good idea because gar­
ments can be shed or added as the 
weather dictates. He said woolen 
undergarments, shirts, pants and 
sweaters are great for this pur­
pose because wool collects very 
little moisture, unlike cotton.
He suggested salvaging two old
The Crime 
Report
Watch your books closely. A 
booknabber is on the loose.
Two books and a calculator 
were stolen Wednesday from a 
student’s backpack, which was 
on a desk on the fifth floor of the 
Mansfield Library. One book was 
on bio-chemistry, valued qt $45 
and the other was a calculus book 
valued at $25. The calculator was 
a Texas Instruments TI-55, 
valued at $25.
Also stolen was a billfold from 
a purse in the Law School study 
room yesterday morning. The 
billfold is brown leather and has 
a change purse on the outside. It 
contained credit cards, identifica­
tion and $3.
SUPERAMERICAman’s
BEER „
BARGAINS
Six Pack H I  
Cans
„ $ 225 
111 Orange and 1701 Brooks
SUPERAMERICA
sweaters, cutting the bottom off 
one and sewing it onto the other. 
This makes an extra long sweater 
good for rolling in the snow.
Wood added that regular hik­
ing boots are suitable for winter 
camping because they can be 
snow-proofed.
One method of water proofing 
is to use Super Gaitors, which are 
made of pile and cover the entire 
boot. They close around the boot 
shank with a piece of wire, 
forming a water-tight seal. These 
are made by Peter Carmen of 
Jackson Hole, Wyo., and cost 
between $75 to $90.
A less-expensive alternative is 
insulated overboots made of 
coated nylon or neoprene. They 
cost about $50 and are made by 
Forrest Mountaineering, Forty 
Below and REI Co-op.
The marvels — of film, radio, 
and television — are marvels of 
one-way communication, which 
is not communication at all.
—Milton Mayer
To say what you think will 
certainly damage you ih society; 
but a free tongue is worth more 
than a thousand invitations.
—Logan Pearsall Smith
SHARP — SIAS  
M ISSOULA THEATRES
WILMA I
First Time Everl 
The Complete 
Uncut Version! 
Martin Scorsese’s 
“ NEW YORK, NEW  
YORK”
Liza Minnelli •  Robt. 
DeNero 
NIGHTLY AT 
8:00 ONLY 
Sat.-Sun. Bargain 
Matinee at 2:00 Only
WILMA II
5th Great Week! 
From Australia . . .  
Peter Weir’s Stunning, 
Heartbreaking,
Unforgettable 
Antiwar Epic 
“GALLIPOLI”
7:00 P.M. & 9:00 P.M.
ROXY
5th Side-Splitting Month! 
S c r e w b a l l  C o m e d y  
Smash! 
“ARTHUR”
7:10 P.M. & 9:00 P.M. •  
Bargain
Matinee Sun. 2:00 Only
SHOULD 
ABORTION 
BEA %  
CRIMEA
Dec. 10, 1981 
8:00 PM 
UC Ballroom
Students with ID FREE 
General $1.00
BILL BAIRD
The Pros and Cons of Abortion
Looking for the. 
Perfect dfrft ?
...Check it out at 
■the Bookstore \
Calculators •  Full Line o f UM Clothing From Infants 
to Adults • Travel Needs: Luggage,-Tote Bags and 
Brief Cases •  UM Glassware and Mugs •  Stuffed 
Animals •  Christmas Cards and Gift Wrapping 
Supplies
University Center 
Missoula, Montana 50800
U of M Campus 
(406) 243-4821
Friday, Dec. 11 
9 p.m.
ST. FRANCIS AUDITORIUM
FREE BEER
Featuring:
Tickets:
$ 5 0 0
*  Andre and the White Guise
*  Surfer Ruth
*  Rush Hour
*  The Generics
Tickets available at UC Box Office, Eli’s Tapes and Records, Budget Tapes 
and Records, Grizzly Grocery and Worden’s Market
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Holiday Literary Event
featuring ■ i ■ ■
TUESDAY, DEC. I 
, KEVIN OILES 
DALE BURK 
HENRY EIOE 
JO RAINBOLT
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 2  
LUCILLE EVANS 
DALE BURK 
HENRY EIDE
THURSDAY, DEC. 3  FRIDAY, DEC. 4
DOROTHY JOHNSON 
HENRY EIDE 
JO RAINBOLT
DOROTHY JOHNSON 
HENRY EIDE 
LUCILLE EVANS 
DOROTHY PATENT 
STEVE SMITH
Stop by the store on the above dates 
from 2 -4pm to meet the authors and 
buy autographed books for Christmas gifts.
m MANN TMCATfttSsr M -7M 1 FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
SPECIAL MIDNITE SHOW!!!
SEATS ON SALE 11:00 P.M. ADMISSION $3.50
T tiQ , E x o /* & io fm 
/ W f a s v M f
. Saturday E ven ing Post
"The greatest 
suspense film  
ever made."
WILLIAM PETER BLATTY’S
THE EXORCIST
From Warner Bros. 'Directed byWILLIAM FRIEDKIN r m
Sponsored By KYLT RADIO
Concert prom oter Y elich  
lives life ‘ in the fast lan e ’
By Ray Murray
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
A recreation management/- 
forestry senior graduating this 
month might be expected to get a 
job in forestry.* James Yelich 
is an exception.
Yelich plans instead to run his 
own non-profit entertainment 
consulting agency, LuPine Enter­
tainment, Inc.
“ I changed direction 100 per­
cent,” he said. “ I enjoy life in the 
fast lane.”
Yelich is president, founder and 
a director of LuPine, which has 
two other people on the Board of 
Directors. “ I do 95 percent of the 
work,”  Yelich said. “ I’m a perfec­
tionist. I want things done my 
way.”
In promoting a concert, Yelich 
must find bands to play, adver­
tise the event, sell tickets and see 
that everything runs smoothly.
A Red Lodge native, Yelich 
promoted a concert Nov. 13 at the 
National Guard Armory featur­
ing Montana, formerly the Mis­
sion Mountain Woodband, and 
Rockitt, a local band. He said the
concert went “very well,”  noting 
that more than 900 people attend­
ed.
Jay Straw, a member of 
Rockitt, said Yelich “dealt with
JAMES YELICH 
everything real well. He worked 
pretty hard at getting a good 
production. I thought he did a 
helluva lot better than some so-
ROCK YOUR SOCKS OFF
N e r v is  N o r v is
AND THE
N a s t y  N e r d s
FRIDAY- 
SATURDAY
50s-60s MUSIC
tu s i
2 3 X E B X X 3 B X H E  200 STEPHENS AVENUE u n d a D H X E t i
More Better Books
Gift of Good Land— Wendell B erry ....................................8 .5 0
Aquarian Conspiracy—Marilyn Ferguson.....................7 .9 5
American Places— Porter/Stegner ...................................2 9 .5 0
Next Whole Earth Catalog—2nd ed ........................ 1 6 .0 0
Alaska—Rowell/McPhee ..............................................3 7 .5 0
Letters from the Country—Card Bly ..................V. 1 3 .4 5
Flag for Sunrise— Robert Stone ...............................   1 3 .9 5
Open Daily 
Till X-mas 
Browsers Welcome
549-2127 FREDDY’SFEED AND READ
Calendars
Cookbooks
Cards
Gift Certificates
1221 Helen
December 14-18
Ends Friday at 4pm
l issou la , M ontana 5 9 8 0 6  (4 0 6 ) 24 3 -4 9 2 1
Now
Showing
Show Times 7:00 7 9:10
S t o r t *
A BOWDEN PRODUCTION
GLENDA JACKSON a.'ST E V IF  
St,.., MONA Vf'ASHKXJRNE ALEC McCOWEN  
I ™ TREVOR H O W A R D , w p *  I
★  ★ ★ ★  
SUPERB! ONE  
O F TH E MOST 
REMARKABLY 
WITTY AND  
PO IGNANT  
M OVIES IN 
YEARS.”
— Richard Freedman 
New house Newspaper*
“ A CELEBRATION! 
GLENDA JACKSON 
AT HER VERY 
FINEST ILLUMINATES 
THE SCREEN.”
—David Ansen.
Newsweek
SLEEPER CLUB
M O N T Y  P Y T H O N ’S
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 12:00 
Matinee Sunday 3:30
BEYOND the FRINGE
called professionals.”
Because LuPine is a non-profit 
agency, it is required by law to 
donate a percentage of its profits 
to organizations qualified to 
receive donations.
Yelich plans to donate between 
five and 20 percent of the profits 
from each concert he promotes to 
such organizations. For example, 
$150 from the Nov. 13 concert 
will be donated to the Viet­
nam Veterans of Montana.
The rest o f the money goes to 
“ retained earnings,”  which sure 
used to set up the next concert and 
pay Yelich’s salary. Yelich said 
he pays himself “ about $1.95 an 
hour” for the 12 hours a day he 
works at his business.
“ He’s worked some ungodly 
hours to get LuPine going,” said 
Max Weiss, a paralegal assistant 
at the University of Montana’s 
Legal Services and LuPine board 
member.
Weiss said some people have 
started rumors that Yelich is 
promoting concerts for profits, 
but added they “don’t know 
anything. He’s doing it for 
humanitarian reasons.”
Yelich started LuPine last spr­
ing after spending several weeks 
traveling in California while 
trying to decide what to do with 
his life.
When- he returned, he started 
talking with Kelly Miller, a 
LuPine board member who was 
then manager of The Forum, 
about the lack of entertainment 
in Missoula. Yelich began to 
think of starting a business.
He started LuPine as a catering 
business that provided food, 
drink and entertainment. But it 
didn’t work, “because the capital 
needed right away was too 
much,” he said.
He then considered making 
LuPine a dating service, but 
decided that probably wouldn’t 
work either. Finally, he decided to 
promote concerts and sporting 
events.
The most common problem 
Yelich has with agents is their 
feeling that he knows nothing 
about promoting concerts. He 
says agents often try to get a 
percentage of the profits from 
concerts he promotes.
Yelich said he treats people, 
including agents, with respect 
because “people will remember 
you for that. Favors may be there 
in the future.”
Some of the favors Yelich has 
received have helped cut costs for 
a concert. Fifteen “ very good 
friends”  helped set up a concert 
for only a LuPine T-shirt
Yelich planB to stay in Mis­
soula for the next six months to a 
year while opening a small-scale 
agency to advise bands. 
Although he advises bands for 
free now, in the future he expects 
it to become his “bread and 
butter.”
Yelich’s advice includes telling 
bands how to set up for concerts, 
what type of music to play and 
where performing opportunities 
exist.
He also has ideas of promoting 
a concert in the fieldhouse within 
the next six months. He said he 
would like to get well-known 
performers such as Willie Nelson 
to perform in Missoula, but that it 
would be difficult for him to do 
because he doesn’t have a reputa­
tion yet.
After that, Yelich would like to 
go to the West Coast to get a job in 
public relations.
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Poet Richard Hugo 
reaps another award
By Sam Richards
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Richard Hugo, director of the 
University of Montana creative 
writing program, has received a 
$10,000 fellowship from the 
Academy of American Poets for 
“distinguished poetic achieve­
ment.”
Hugo, also a professor of 
English, joins such famous com­
pany as Robert Frost, Ezra Pound 
and John Merryman, all past 
recipients of the annual award. 
Hugo is the 41st recipient.
He said he will receive the 
money in four payments of $2,500 
every three months over the next 
year.
He will spend the fellowship 
money on his family and to pay 
bills, Hugo said.
“ It’s a chance to get the credit­
ors off the front lawn,” he said.
Hugo also wrote The Right 
Madness on Skye, a book of 
poems nominated for the Pulitzer 
Prize in 1977.
In addition to the Pulitzer 
nomination, Hugo has won the 
Theodore Roethke Memorial 
Award for The Right Madness on 
Sk y e ,  th e  G u g gen h e im  
Fellow ship in 1977, the 
Rockefeller Grant Creative 
Writing Fellowship in 1967 and 
the Melville Kane Prize of the 
Poetry Society of America in 
1979.
Hugo learned of his fellowship 
more than six weeks ago, but said 
he was “sworn to secrecy” not to 
tell anyone until the academy 
released the news Nov. 18.
However,Jhe said,'recipients are 
not told ti\ey are under considera­
tion for the award.
Hugo has been a member of the 
University of Montana faculty 
since 1964. He has written nine 
poetry books and one mystery 
novel, Death and the Good Life, 
published this year. He said he 
wants to start work on another 
novel soon, but that he’s gone 
through spells of post-operative 
depression following surgery last 
January. He said the depression 
is normal, but thinks he should 
have gotten over it by now.
“ I think I was a better teacher* 
two years ago (before the opera­
tion),” he said.
Hugo is concentrating on teach­
ing creative writing and writing 
poems. He had a poem published 
in the January 1981 issue of Life 
magazine, and said he recently 
sold another one to New Yorker 
magazine that will appear in an 
upcoming issue.
He said the fellowship is impor­
tant because it brings recognition 
to the university and its good 
writing program, which he added 
might be the oldest in the country. 
It has been in existence since
year are Robert Fitzgerald, who 
translated the standard version 
of Homer’s Odyssey, and Robert 
Penn Warren, who wrote All The 
King’s Men.
RICHARD HUGO RECEN TLyj-eceived a $10,000 fellow ship 
from  the Academy o f  ArheriCan Poets distinguished
poetic achievement.”  (Staff photo by Paul VanDevelder.)
1918.
Among the chancellors of the 
academy that selected him this
“You have a feeling you must 
have done something right,” 
Hugo said.
FRIDAY it SATURDAY AT MIDNIGHT!
NOW SEE THE TWO GREATEST ADULT FILMS FOR
O N LY $3 J)0 ADM .!!!
The One and Only 
LINDA  
LOVELACE
in ®  
DEEP THROAT” 
XXX
The Incompatable 
GEORGINA  
SPELVIN
in
‘ THE DEVIL IN 
MISS JONES”
XXX
R O XY • 7 1 8  S. Higgins •  543-7341
European 
Bakery & Cafe
Queen o f Tarts 
Carry Out Lunches
Call Order in by 10:30 AM
Catering
Party Trays • Pastry Trays 
Lunches • Dinners 
Free Delivery $20.00 Minimum Order
★  ★  W A N T E D : ,* *
Marketing Enthusiast 
Contact Marion at Queen of Tarts 
Weekdays 3 p.m.-5 p.m.
'l?EST4Uf?4NT4
Above the Rishashay and Crystal Theater 
515 S . H iggins P h . 5 4 2 -0 0 0 2 '
t Supreme! de Volatile aux Champignons 
Boneless chicken breast sauteed in butter & covered with a mushroom & cream 
sauce.
tIndonesian Sweet Pork Satay
Marinated & barbequed pork served with a rich Indonesian peanut sauce, 
tHuitres Florentine Sauce Dlable
Baked oysters served on the half shell on a bed o f  sauteed spinach & topped with 
sauce diable.
f  Tournedos Sautes aux Champignon 
Sauteed filet mignon topped with a mushroom & madiera wine sauce.
' f  Truite en Chemise
Montana grown trout wrapped in a crepe & smothered with a mushroom & 
cream sauce. '
t  Gateau de Crepes a ’La Florentine
A  layering o f  crepes filled with cream cheese, spinach & mushrooms & topped 
with a M om ay sauce.
Lunch: Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:00
Dinner: Mon.-Thurs. 5:00-9:30; Fri.-Sat. 5:00-10:00
WHERE DREAMERS CAN BE WINNERS .
LOUIS d H H f
MALLE’S
STARRING
BURT LANCASTER *  SUSAN SARANDON
A FILM IN ENGLISH FROM THE DIRECTOR OF 
“MURMUR OF THE HEART" & “PHANTOM INDIA"
'T ju u td J L
\ ^ 7  515 SO
THEHTllE )
UTH HIGGINS
WED. through TUES. 
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15
BRUCE LEE D E C 4 *5 i t a  *
RETURN k flV iln
OF THE -
ORttGON i
LATE SH O W S ^  j j
SA T* ^ M A T I N E E S ^ f c f c M  
11:30 P.M. SAT. &
SUN., 2:00 P.M.
HANDMADE FILMS
TIME
BANDITS
—they didn’t make history, 
they stole it!
—AT—
7:15 - 9:15 ,
A  comedy 
getting event 
ALAN ARKIN 
MARIETTE HARTLEY
IMPROPER 
CHANNELS _
IPOI 6:00-8:00-10:00
MERYL STREEP 
JEREMY IRONS
T heT m nch
lieutenant̂
Woman
6 :«* T»7,S II
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728-3980
Unique 
Christmas 
Gift Ideas
•  Brass •  Copper 
•  Gold •  Silver
Complete Gift 
Wrapping & Shipping 
Service
Cash Loans on Most 
Anything of Value
Come See Us at 229 E. 
Main — Next to the City- 
County Library
B&B Pawn 
Shop
728-0300
Winfield’s
Antiques
Tuition rates are creeping higher
SAPPHIRE SCHOOL PRESENTS 
A Feast of Laughter
BAMM
in a satirical romp through 
T.V. Land
“The Other Channel”
Live on Stage Dec. 4th & 5th 
Hellgate High Auditorium 8:00p.m. 
Admission $4.00
ITS ALWAYS SUMMER INSIDE
WINTER TENT SPECIALS
WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
Sanctuary .........................................normally $215 n o w  $ 1 7 5 ° °
E q u in o x .............................................normally $395 n o w  5 2 9 9 ® °
Bivvy Sack ......................................normally $129 n o w  $ 9 9 ° °
JAN SPORT
IsOdome 111 T. . .  .*??’.T v v .............normally $350 now "$275® ®
FAMOUS TRAILS
D om e . . . ...................................... normally $125 n ow  5 7 5 °®
College Press Service
Non-resident students at state 
colleges are paying an average of 
$226 more in tuition this year 
than last, while in-state students’ 
tuition rose by an average of $106 
over last year, according to a new 
study of 1981-82 tuition at state 
colleges and universities.
The study found that state 
colleges are charging their out-of- 
state undergraduate students an 
average of $2,021 this year, com­
pared to $1,795 in 1980-81.
In-state students are paying an 
average of $818 in tuition. 
Average in-state charges in 1980- 
81 were $712, according to the 
survey of 229 state schools co­
sponsored by the National 
Association of State Universities 
and Land-Grant Colleges and the 
American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities.
In the summary released with 
the study, the groups noted that 
the raises were higher than the
10.9 percent inflation rate from 
August, 1980 to August, 1981.
The study also found that while 
the Higher Education Price Index 
— a measure of the prices colleges 
pay for goods and services — has 
gone up 103.4 percent over the 
last ten years, in-state tuition 
rates have gone up 101.9 percent.
But non-resident tuition has 
gone up 131.2 percent over the 
same period.
“ It appears that institutions 
may be more willing to compen­
sate for inflation by raising non­
resident charges rather than 
resident charges,’’ the summary 
concluded.
Total costs for both in-state and 
out-of-state students also rose, 
according to the report.
Non-resident students are pay­
ing an average of $3,781 for 
tuition, room and board and fees 
this year, up 11.2 percent from 
last year.
In-state students are paying an 
average of $2,578 in total costs, up 
11.3 percent from last year’s $2,- 
317.
Christmas trees 
should be flame-proofed
Show Ken Willett of Campus 
Security a Christmas tree, and 
he’ll show you something that 
may bum down your dorm.
As a fire-preventive measure, 
all Christmas trees put up on the 
University of Montana campus
FEATURING THE 
FINEST FOODS IN 
THE MEXICAN 
TRADITION. 
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday 
11:30 a.m .-3:00 p.m. 
4:30 p.m .-9:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 4:30-10:00 p.m.
227 W. Main Downtown Missoula 721-3854
ANDRE CHAMPAGNE
750 ml.
COLD DUCK 
WHITE •  F IM K -w sfe
e i m *reg. $3.39
*2.99 Arrgn^-IC E  C O LD  B E E R .7 a.m. to Midnight 
East Broadway next to Perkins 
N. Orange off 1-90 Exit
must be sprayed with flame 
retardant, according to Willett, 
Safety and Security manager.
As a service, the Physical Plant 
Department will provide tree 
spraying free for all trees used on 
campus.
To have a tree sprayed, put an 
identification tag on it and drop it 
off at the Physical Plant gate 
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., Mon­
day through Friday.
Trees dropped off early in the 
morning may be picked up the 
same day or the following mor­
ning. '
The service will be provided 
until Dec. 18. Trees not picked up 
by 5 p.m. Dec. 21 will be 
destroyed.
The trees will be sprayed with 
diammonium phosphate, a fer­
tilizer and fire retardant. It is safe 
and does not have an odor.
According to Willett, the un­
iversity has never had any fires 
started by Christmas trees, but 
“we don’t need any, either.”
State youth 
conference 
set for today •
HELENA (AP) — Montana’s 
Gov. Ted Schwinden is spon­
soring a state-level edition of the 
White House Conference on 
Children and Youth today and 
tomorrow in Helena.
Schwinden said the conference 
will give Montanans an oppor­
tunity to help the state’s young 
people cope with the pressures 
and problems of modem society.
He said drug abuse, child 
abuse, getting a job and teenage 
pregnancy are some of the 
realities associated with growing 
up in the 1980s.
“ If the outcome of this con­
ference is translated into prac­
tical preventive measures and 
realistic solutions at the local 
levels, we will have taken a major 
step in preparing our children 
and grandchildren to cope with 
contemporary life,”  the governor 
said.
Both adult and youth delegates 
from nearly ail 56 counties and 
seven Indian reservations in the 
state are expected to attend the 
conference at the Colonial Inn. 
The program will include 
workshops, exhibits and special 
interest sessions.
Discussions will include issues 
in the areas of education, health 
and human services, employ­
ment, government, laws, rights 
and responsibilities and families.
“Montana’s young people 
represent our future,”  Schwinden 
said. “They deserve our attention 
and our encouragement This 
conference will only be con­
sidered a success if the result is 
meaningful action at home and in 
schools  and com m unities 
throughout Montana.”
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SAVE BIG $$
Records, Tapes, Books 
Iron Gifts
10-6 Mon.-Sat. C om er o f 4th &  Higgins
Replay Records and Tapes
Com er o f 3rd &  Higgins 
__ Missoula
543-6966
classifieds-
lost or found
LOST: NAVY-BLUE North-face overmitts with 
wool mittens inside. Lost on-Dec. 2. If found 
please return to UC Lounge or call 549-3788. 
Much sentimental value. 37.4
FOUND: CONTACT lens case. VC 103.243-2584.
.    37-4
LOST: WOOL mittens with navy-blue North-face 
overmitts. Lost Dec. 2. If found please turn in to 
UC Lounge or call 549-3788. Not only are my 
hands freezing hut I cannot afford to replace 
them. The wool mittens have much sentimental 
value to me, t o o . ______________________ 37.4
FOUND: A KITTY! She's beautiful and belongs to 
someone. Please call if yours. 243-4376. 36-4
FOUND: PAIR o f ski gloves in School o f Business.
Call 5023 or come to 301 to identify. 36-4
LOST: NAVY blue, wool, French beret Last seen 
around the Crystal just before Thanksgiving 
break. Silver hoop earring w/silver and 
turquoise beads. Last seen in or outside the U.C. 
Please call Deb before 9 a.m., after 10 p.m. 721-
6029._________________________  36-4
LOST: ONE military green flashlight on 
Wednesday night the 25th o f November while 
hiking up to Mount Sentinel. I f  found call 243- 
4577 or bring to 307 Knowles Hall. Thank you.
________   35-4
LOST: ORNATE hair comb, silver with turquoise 
stone insets. Lost somewhere on campus before 
Thanksgiving break. Call 721-3872._______ 35-4
personals
TAKE A chance. Next move is yours. Not sure it's 
me? Clues: Buffet - Backgammon Rosato. 37-1 
GREETINGS FORESTERS — Having a great 
vacation, wish you were here! S t Moritz is 
beautiful and so is the skiing! Love, Bertha.
;__________________________ 37-1
COME TO the night for Mr. C. Good time for a 
good cause. 7:00 p.m. Sunday. 37-1
PAY FOR the Foresters’ Ball. Sell your books at 
the Textbook Fair Jan. 5th. 37.4
BEAT THE BOOKSTORE! , 37-4
BEAT THE BOOKSTORE! Save your books and
sell them at the Textbook Fair._____  37-4
WE’RE DOING for you. Group discounts. Little 
Big Man. 728-5650. \ 37-1
BEAT THE BOOKSTORE! 37-1
BEAT THE BOOKSTORE. The Textbook Trade 
. Fair is coming. 374
I NEED an All-star Maggots T-shirt or memento. 
Call 728-8289.____________________________ 36-2
HELP CURB American society wasteful ways.
Recycling meeting Fri. 11 :00. SAC Office. 35-2 
JINGLE BELLS. Present live entertainment. 
Call Gary James, Meadowlark Ventures, 728-
2180.____________________ ___ ____________ 34-4
FOR THE Sounds o f the Season — laughter and 
music — call Gary James, Meadowlark 
Ventures, 728-2180. _____________________34-4
PREGNANT AND need help? Call Birthright, M, 
W, F, 9-12 a.m. Free pregnancy test. 549-0406.
_____________________________ ________  18-22
TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, completely 
confidential listening, come to the Student Walk- 
in. Southeast entrance, Student Health Service 
Building. Weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Also open 
Sunday thru Saturday, 7-11 p.m. as staffing is 
available. *  ‘ 17-23
TYPING, EDITING, 251-2780. 34-4
help wanted
OUTGOING PEOPLE wanted for singing 
telegram service. I f  you have a clear voice, 
dramatic ability, and would like to make some 
extra money next semester on hours adjusted to 
your schedule, call for an appointment now. 251- 
2824 nights and weekends. 37-3
PERSONS TO judge Missoula High School 
Speech & Debate Tournament, Dec. 11-12. 243-
4197 or 728-1295._____________ < _________36-2
CENTER FOR Student Development needs work- 
study student starting winter quarter to replace 
graduating coordinator o f Tutoring Program 
and Early Warning System. Need someone 
equally bright, responsible, enterprising and 
dedicated to helping other students. Call Maggie
Doolen at x4711.__________________________36-4
THE CLARK FORK FREE PRESS is currently 
looking for a business manager and an editor for 
winter quarter. If interested pick up ah 
application in the SAC office, UC 110. Deadline
is Friday, Dec. 4.   36-2
RECYCLING IS ecologica lly sane and 
economically sane. I f  interested in helping with 
campus recycling come to meeting 11:00 Fri. 
SAC. ___________________________________ 35-2
WANTED: TELEPHONE solicitors. 3 hrs./night. 
$3.75/hr. CaU 728-7225 -  Jim. 34-3
services
TUTOR: KINDERGARTEN thru high school. 
Reading, writing, English, math and sciences, 
college geology, philosophy, economics, writing,
editing. 543-8748._________________________ 31-7
LOW COST STORAGE: Lil’ Bear Mini Storage.
Call 243-5161 or 721-1935 anytime. 29-13 
ATTENTION: FRATERNITY, sorority and 
dormitory social chair people: Live bands for 
social functions; the Good Music Agency has the 
best available in the Northwest. Call Mike at
728-5620. _______________________________ 17-13
PROFESSIONAL RACQU ET STRIN GIN G 9 
yrs. exp. Low rates. Best service. 728-8237. 9-30
SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. 
Word processor for all error-free typing needs, 
also weekends and evenings by appointment. 
251-3828,251-3904. 7-34
THESIS TYPING Service -  549-7958. 7-33
transportation
t y p in g
TYPING! CAMPUS pickup and delivery. Berta,
251-4125 after 5:00._______________________ 37-2
FAST, CONVENIENT IBM typing, editing, 543-
7010. ____________________________ 34-8
TYPING — 75c a page — 549-9741._________ 34-7
COMPLETE WORD processing services. 728- 
1097, ___________________________________32-6
WORD PROCESSOR. IBM typing/editing. Lynn, 
549-8074. Resumes, letters, manuscripts, tables, 
dissertations- 22-18
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.__________
TYPING ANYTIME; possible U.M. pickup. 543-
0078 or 728-3344.________________ _________35-7
bDIT-TYPIT: IBM, Professional Copy Editing.
128-6393, 100 South Ave. East.____________ 34-4
FAST, CONVENIENT IBM typing, editing. 543- 
7010._____________________________________34-4
I  have never been able to 
understand why it is that just 
because I  am unintelligible 
nobody understands me.
—Milton Mayer
RIDER NEEDED to Oklahoma or Arkansas Dec. 
19. Share gas and driving, call 243-6541 or 549-
1981, ask for Doug._______________ _______ 37-4
ASUM X-MAS Charter flier headed to Boston 
looking for ride to points north or back to 
Newark/New York. Share $. Call Ted 721-1182.
_______  37-4
RIDERS NEEDED to San Francisco Bay Area 
(one way). Leaving Dec. 21st. Kelli, 542-2377.
_____________ 37-4
RIDE NEEDED from San Francisco Bay Area to 
Missoula Jan. 2nd or 3rd. Kelli, 542-2377. 37-4
RIDE NEEDED to Missoula from MAPS or 
anywhere in Minnesota after Christmas break.
Paul, 406 Miller Hall, 243-5017.___________ 37-4
RIDE NEEDED to Green Bay or Madison, WI or 
MnpU. Can leave early as Dec. 8. Pat at 721-4488
or 243-5017.   37-4
GOING FROM Missoula to Twin Falls, Idaho. 
Leaving early Dec. 24, returning Jan. 2, 1982. 
$40.00 round trip to share with gas expenses. 
Call: 721-3304. Prefer a Christian rider. 36-4 
FOR SALE: One-way ticket from New York to 
Missoula on ASUM Charter. Will sell at a
discount. Call Diane at 243-4777.__________36-4
NEED RIDE to Great Falls on Dec. 21st. Will share
expenses. Call 549-3314._________________  36-4
I NEED transportation to Houston, Texas during 
Christmas holidays. Tom Lance, 721-4693.
________  36-4
RIDE NEEDED to Sioux Falls, S.D. or Sioux City, 
Iowa area for Christmas. Ready to leave 6:00 
p.m. Thur. (17th). Please call Sandy, 243-4746.
___________________________36-4
RIDE NEEDED on the 4th or 5th (Jan.) from 
Minot, N.D. to Missoula—or from Dickinson. 
Will share gas. Call 243-2185, Cindy. 36-4 
RIDE NEEDED to Portland. Will share etcs. Can 
leave Dec. 15 a.m. Please call Dede at 543-5755. 
________ ___________________________________ 35-4
RIDE NEEDED to Logan, Utah for my dog and I. 
Anytime after Dec, 3. 549-9040.___________ 35-4
TRANSPO NEEDED for one anywhere back East. 
Will help driving, gas, entertainment. Marty, 
543-8050. ------— •-
‘ COUPLE NEEDS ride to Minneapolis or vicinity. 
Share gas, expenses, and driving. Sorry, no 
phone. Write Scott Zenner, 1631 S. 3rd W. «B, 
Missoula, MT 59807, or place ad in Kaimin.
__________________________________  34-4
RIDE NEEDED to Minnesota for misc. items in 
several boxes. Expenses paid. Brad, 721-1534.
________ 34-4
for sale
35-4
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle or as far north as Mount 
Vernon for Christmas holidays. I am able to 
leave the afternoon o f Wednesday, Dec. 16. Will 
share driving and gas. Call Laurie at 243-4516.
______________________________35-4
RIDER WANTED to Portland leaving Dec. 11th or
12th. 453-1283.____________________________35-4
RIDE NEEDED to Ohio or thereabouts. Can leave 
Dec. 17. Will share costs. Call Mike at 243-2337.
_____________________ .______________________ 35-4
TRANSFERRING TO Bozeman and need 
transportation for me and medium amt. o f  junk. 
Can leave anytime 12/18 and will pay gas. Call 
243-5045.___________________ 35-4
RIDE NEEDED to anywhere near Detroit area for 
X-raas break, time is flexible, will share gas. Call 
243-2396.  35-4
FROM NEW York to Missoula: One-way plane 
ticket for sale on ASUM Charter. Call 243-4777.
________________________________   35-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Kansas City or points 
enroute, leave Dec. 18, return on Jan. 2 or 3. Call
542-0109._________________________________ 35-4
RIDER NEEDED to Minnesota. Help share gas 
and driving. Leaving around Dec. 12 to 16. Brad,
721-1534._________________________________ 34-4
ASUM CHARTER ticket available — need to sell 
first half o f ticket (Msl. to N.Y.). I f interested call
Debbie, 243-2578._________________________ 34-4
RIDE NEEDED to L.A. or vicinity —I share gas, 
driving, chocolate chip cookies, etc. Leave Dec. 
16 or thereabouts. Kitty, 721-5948 (keep trying).
34-4
1976 GREMLIN, excellent condition, 28,000 miles, 
4 studded snow tires, $3,000. 721-5427 after 4
P-m. ________________________________ 37-1
35MM CAMERA outfit, 50mm, 135mm lenses, 
case, flash, $225 for everything. 721-3727, Dave.
_____ ______________________________________37-3
SHERWOOD RECEIVER, 60 watts per channel,
$75.00. Call John, 543-4574.______________ 37-5
SKI BOOTS. Scott super-lights. Blue, large Schell. 
Excellent condition. Best offer. Paul, 243-5017.
______________________ ._____________________37-2
BEST LP Prices in T ow n . Many o f our used 
records in like-new shape. Prices are at less than 
o f new. Replay Records and Tapes, comer o f 
4th and Higgins (541 S. Higgins Ave.) 37-1 
PLANE TICKET from Missoula to Billings, good 
thru Dec. 17th, $35.00. Call 549-4611, ask for
Keith.___________________________________ 37-3
FRANKLIN WOOD stove, $100. 728-1841. 36-6
DOWN SLEEPING bag, never used. 28Vfe ounces.
549-3863 after L__________________________ 34-4
xh  PRICE SEX From Adventure to Zen. Used 
Books & Paperbacks. Snow’s, 541 So. Higgins
Ave._____________   33-4
DOCTOR HILL SPIRULINA Weight Control 
Quick Energy 100% natural plankton. Also 
generous sales opportunities. 251-2054, ask for
Linda.  36-4
VINTAGE CLOTHING at Dove Tale. Fashions 
from 1800-1950’s; 612 Woody, open 10-5 Mon.- 
S at.____________________________________ 27-15
i952 WILLYS STATION WAGON, needs work.
$250. 728-1841 after 2.____________________ 36-6
SMALL CARPET remnants 50 percent off. Carpet 
samples 354,854, $1 .OO.Gerhardt Floors, 1358 W. 
Broadway, 542-2243.______- ' 26-12
for rent
TWO BDRM. duplex on Golf Course. Single car 
garage and new carpet and drapes. On bus route. 
$225/mo. 728-5442 after 5 or 549-7170. 36-6
ROOM FOR rent. One block from campus. 721-
3256._____________   35-7
LARGE 1-BDRM., easy walking to University or 
downtown, nice, fully carpeted. Call manager, 
721-5766 or Doug Flanagan, 728-4660. 35-3
PARTIALLY FURNISHED basement apt. — nice 
— close to U. Steve, 243-4615. . 35-7
roommates needed
TWO-BEDROOM MODERN .apartment, one 
block to U, laundry, dishwasher, carpeted. Nice 
view. 721-7185. 344
SHARE HOUSE < 
Brad, 721-1534.
1 S. 6th E. 4 biles, to U. $106.
34-5
cooperative education 
internship
CO-OP WORKSHOP regarding BLM Summer 
positions and completing Federal form 171.10 
Dec, 3 pm, LA 205 & 8 Jan, 11 pm, LA 306. 
Recruiting for Archaeological, Wildlife & 
Fisheries, Engineering, Fire Control, Forestry, 
Park, Geology, Hydrology, Range, Realty, 
Surveying. BLM. DL: 15 Jan 82. Sign up at Co-op 
Office, MH 125 for workshop packet. 37-4
cooperative education
STUDENT CONSERVATION Association  
recruitment for volunteers. Spring Quarter. 
Travel, room and board, allowance. Fresh., Sen. 
in History, Rec. Mgmt., Wildlife Mgmt., Forestry 
and Biology may apply. Dl. 25 Dec. ’81. FOR 
FURTHER INFO CONTACT MAIN HALL 125.
___________ 32-6
700 W. Broadway 728-2668 
Join us for our
Saturday Night 
Live Special!
Happy Hour from 11:30-1:00 
While You Watch SNL and
Join in the
Ugly Tie Contest
W ear your ugliest tie and if it 
beats Bill, the bartender’s, 
you get a FREE D R IN K  
Tomorrow! A
Get Gassed At
M ORE GO FOR YOUR MONEY
5th & Higgins 
canoe/-kayak/
r e g u la r -u n le a d e d - 
p r e m iu m  —  S tu d en t 
c h e c k s  a c ce p te d
pregnancy counseling
PREGNANT. AND need help? Call Birthright, 
M.W.F. 9-12 a.m. Free pregnancy test 549-0406. 
___________________________________ 7-39
instruction
DAN CE CLASSES — Elenita Brown — 
Missoula. Wednesdays and Saturdays. 114 W. 
Pine. All ages. Ballet, Character, M odern, 
Jazz, Prim itive and Spanish (classical and 
flamenco). D ancercise. Also pre-dance for 
small children — (1) 777-5956; 721-1386; 549- 
4270.__________________________  20-20
& PACKING
20th Annual Course 
Learri the art of packing 
horses and mules.
20 Hours o f Instruction 
Pre-Registration-Fee Required 
Limited Number
C a ll 5 4 9 -2 8 2 0
Licensed by the State of Montana
Copper Commons
Copper Commons, 8 p.m. 
FRIDAY, DEC. 4 FREE
An ASUM Coffeehouse Presentation
S N O W B A L L S  
OF SAVINGS
Bitterroot's Special 
Shopping List
ON
AUTO
PARTS
These tow prices good 
through Dec. 30, 1981. Most 
special orders made Monday 
ready for you by Thursday. 
97% parts orders fill rate at 
Toyota’s Portland 
Warehouse. Out-of-town 
customers call 1-800-332- 
5031
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Tues.fr Wed.
1st Group o f Exhibitors
r  Thurs. fr Fri.
2nd Group o f Exhibitors
Governm ent sued for $4  billion  
by Three Mile Island ow ners
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The 
owners of the Three Mile Island 
nuclear plant sued the United 
States government yesterday for 
more than $4 billion, claiming the
1979 accident happened because 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis­
sion was “grossly negligent.”
“The NRC should have known 
of the defects and hazardous 
conditions and negligently or 
wrongfully failed to warn of this 
imminent peril,” said General 
Public Utilities Corp. and its 
three electric subsidiaries in the 
lawsuit filed in U.S. District 
Court.
The suit alleges that “the NRC 
has admitted its negligent or 
wrongful failure” in a January
1980 report on the accident.” 
Mechanical failures and
human errors resulted in the
overheating of the reactor core at 
TMI in the nation’s worst acci­
dent at a civilian nuclear power 
plant. An NRC investigation 
reported the reactor came within 
30 to 60 minutes of a meltdown.
The plaintiffs claim that NRC 
became aware “of defects and 
hazardous conditions” at TMI 
because of a similar incident, 
though not as serious, in 
September 1977 at the Davis- 
Besse nuclear plant operated by 
Toledo Edison Co. TMI’s reactor 
and the one at Davia-Besse were 
both built by Babcock & Wilcox 
Co.
“The NRC negligently or 
wrongfully failed to warn 
licensees of other B&W plants, 
including Metropolitan Edison, 
principal owner of 'fMI, of the 
need for such corrective
procedures,” the lawsuit claimed. 
“ It was not until after the acci­
dent at TMI that the NRC 
directed all licensees of B&W 
plants that procedures and in­
structions be modified.”
There was no immediate com­
ment from the NRC.
General Public Utilities, based 
in Parsippany, N.J., had sub­
mitted a claim for $4.1 billion in 
damages to the NRC in December 
1980, but it was rejected last June, 
prompting the lawsuit.
TMI, located on an island in the 
Susquehanna River south of 
Harrisburg, has been shut down 
since the March 28, 1979, acci­
dent.
New . . .
Cont. from p. 1
Peace march to show  
Am erica is <aw ake>
protest. “Walking and marching 
are still good ways to express 
your opinion,”  he said. “They’re 
still effective.”
According to Lynch, there’s a 
lot of interest within the “Mis­
soula peace network” in working 
together for peace. Lynch added 
that. he hoped the walk would 
encourage others to get involved.
In South Center 
Ph. 728-9023
A march to protest the spread of 
nuclear arms will begin at 1 p.m. 
tomorrow in Caras Park and will 
proceed to the Missoula County 
Courthouse.
The march is sponsored by the 
Student Action Center and 
Headwaters Alliance.
According to Barry Adams,
Student Action Center represen­
tative, there will be a microphone 
for public use at the courthouse.
Adams said the “Walk for 
Peace”  is a “beginning march” 
and an attempt to make 
legislators realize that there is 
opposition to the spread of 
nuclear war.
“ We need to stress to world 
leaders that America is not out on 
its feet, it’s awake,” Adams said.
Jim Lynch, representative of 
Headwaters alliance, a local anti-, 
nuclear organization, said the 
idea for the march came from 
watching the anti-nuclear 
protests in Europe.
Lynch said he thought “we 
should do something here” to
Development
Cont. from p. 1 
necessary.
He called the push for develop­
ment a “misguided treasure 
hunt” in that foreign reserves are 
still readily available and alter­
native energy sources such as 
solar, biomass and geothermal 
power are becoming increasingly 
more viable. Domestic mineral 
and oil reserves do not need to be 
immediately tapped, he said.
“There’s no need to use up our 
domestic reserves now,”  he said.
“ It’s stupid."
When asked in a press con­
ference yesterday about Watt’s 
announcement on Wednesday 
that he will no longer talk with 
paid members of national en­
vironmental groups, Cutler said:
“ It’s so off the wall, it’s 
emabarrassing. Jim Watt has 
become a liability to the United 
States.”
In the lecture, he said the Watt 
decision did not bother either 
himself or other environmen­
talists.
“ I’ve met with Watt a couple of 
times," he said. “There’s no 
future there. That is a waste of 
time.”
The lecture was sponsored by 
the Wilderness Institute, the 
student chapter of the Wilderness 
Society and the Student Action
Center. __________  ______
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sell new electrical telephone 
systems.
What the Communications 
Division will suggest to the 
schools, Naraas said, is that they 
ask the companies for cost es­
timates.
Any company can bid, he said, 
including Mountain Bell. It has 
systems to offer the university 
other than the one UM is using 
now.
Douglas will attend a meeting 
with the division next week to 
discuss the university phone 
system.
BEER SPECIALS 
EVERY DAY!
SUN. 1 p.m.-2 a.m.
$1.75 Pitchers 
MON. 7 p.m.-10 p.m. 
$1.75 Pitchers 
TUES. 9 p.m.-11 p.m.
$1.75 Pitchers 
WED. 8 p.m.-10 p.m.
25$ Draft Beer 
THURS. 9 p.m.-11 p.m.
$1.75 Pitchers 
FRI. & SAT. 11 p.m.-1 a.m.
$1.75 Pitchers
Q
Q
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Q
Q
QQ
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ATTENTION
ALL GRADUATING SENIORS 
(ANY UNIT)* AND 
COMMUNICATION MAJORS
Pre-registration for Winter Quarter, 
1982 for All Interpersonal 
Communication courses required or 
recommended by Advisors is:
Monday, December 7 through 
Friday, December 18 
8 -N o o n ; 1-4 p .m ., R oom : L A  34 6
* Please bring most recent grade report to 
verify senior status (graduating seniors)
Tonight
RUSH HOUR
— Jazz Rock Fushion —
FREE SANDWICHES 
AT 11:00
All Happening Downtown at the Forum ̂
SPECIAL MEMORIAL BENEFIT 
FOR M A R K  C ALLA H AN
Spaghetti, Beer 
and Spirits
Music by Surfer Ruth
The proceeds w ill be used 
to establish a scholarship 
fund for business students.
SU N D AY, DEC. 6, 7:00 PM
ST. AN TH O N Y’S GYM, 320 EDITH
THIS IS A  SPECIAL ONE-TIME EVENT. WE ARE 
ASKING FOR A MINIMAL DONATION 
OF TEN DOLLARS
UNIVERSITY
CENTER
Dec. 6
The Way International Dec. 6 
Mt. Education Assoc.
Workshop 
Recreation & Lands 
Meeting Dec. 8 & 9
Storeboard Luncheon Dec. 9 
Burlington Northern Employee 
Appreciation Dinner Dec. 9 
Central Board Dec. 9 & 16
U.M. Outdoor Program Seminar on 
Ski Mountaineering Dec. 9 
Programming Lecture:
Bill Baird Dec. 10
Mt. Committee for the Humanities 
Luncheon Dec. 11
Meeting Dec. 11
Pay Film: Comedy Films Dec. 11 
Mt. Committee for the 
Humanities Dec. 12
Shannon Green 
Memorial Reception Dec. 12 
Gallery Reception:
Ernest King 
Fish, Wildlife &
Parks Meeting Dec. 15
Charter Flight Luggage 
Check -in
Ernest King Gallery 
Show
Dec. 13
Dec. 19
8 am
8:30 am
7:30 am 
Noon
6 pm
7 pm
8 pm
8 pm
Noon 
1 pm
8 pm
9 pm 
9 pm
Mt. Rms.
Mt. Rms.
Mt. Rms. 
Mt. Rms.
Ballroom 
Mt. Rms.
Lounge
Ballroom
Mt. Rms. 
Mt. Rms. 
Ballroom
Mt. Rms.
Mt. Rms.
7 pm Lounge
10 am Mt. Rms.
6:30 am Mall
1st National Bank 24 Hour Teller
Dec. 13-Dec. 19
Copy Center 
Copper Commons
Gold Oak
Gold Oak Sandwich 
Shop
Bookstore 
Recreation Center
Recreation Annex
Men's Gym 
Grizzly Pool
Fitness Swim 
U.C. Gallery
Mon.-Fri. 
Mon.-Fri. 
Sat. & Sun. 
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Mon.-Thurs
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
Mon., Wed
8:30-5 pm
7 am-11 pm 
11 am-11 pm 
9 am-1 pm
11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
8 am-5:30 pm 
11 am-4 pm
9 am-11 pm 
9 am-Mianight 
Noon-Midnight 
Noon-11 pm 
7:30 am-10 pm 
7:30 am-9 pm 
11 am-8 pm 
Noon-8 pm
Friday Noon-1 pm
Tuesday & Thurs. Noon-2 pm 
Public Swim
Mon.-Sat. 
Sat. & Sun. 
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 am-9 am 
2 pm-4 pm 
8-9 am 
Noon-1 pm 
5-6 pm, 9-9:30 pm 
12:30 pm-2 pm 
8 am-8 pm
Please call 243-4103 for Additional Information
arts
Entertainment
Calendar
O N CAMPUS
A R T : Distilled. Memory—black and white acrylics are 
used to explore contrasts by Bozeman artist Mark 
Habib. (See Related Story)
G allery o f  Visual A rts—closed until Jan. 5, 
1982.
D RAM A: Merchant o f Venice—The University of 
Montana drama department presents one of 
Shakespeare’s finest dramas. Jewish money-lender 
Shylock (Charlie Oates) serves as the focal point for 
Shakespeare’s exploration of justice, mercy and pre­
judice. The play runs Wednesday through Dec. 12 
at 8 p.m. in the University Theater. Tickets are $5 
general public and $4 students and senior citizens. Call 
the Box office 243-4581 for more information.
FILMS—Com edy n ight—Room Service starring the 
Marx Brothers and Rockin’ through the Rockies and 
Outer Space Jitters starring the Three Stooges. They 
are showing in the University Center Ballrooom next 
Friday at 8 p.m. courtesy of ASUM.
MUSIC: Janet D ow n er, piano recital.—A UM 
graduate music student, Downer will present a free 
recital, which includes works by Beethoven, Ravel, and 
a premier performance o f a piece by Chet Noll, UM 
graduate student. It will be tonight at 8 p.m. in the 
Music Recital Hall.
An Evening o f  Faculty Cham ber Music—The 
concert includes performances by the Montana 
Woodwind Quintet and the Montana Brass Quintet. It 
is Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Music Recital Hall.
Wind Ensem ble C oncert—next Friday at 8 p.m. in 
the Music Recital Hall.
OFF CAMPUS
A R T : Talks, parties, and m usical perform ances 
highlight a Christmas calendar of special events going 
on now until Dec. 19 at the Missoula Museum of 
the Arts, 335 North Pattee, Phone 728-0447. Call for 
details.
MUSIC: Messiah-sing a long—Bring your own
music and sing along with a choir and orchestra 
comprised of UM students and faculty as they perform 
Handel’s Messiah. Tickets are $1 per person with a 
maximum charge of $5 per family. Tickets will be sold 
at the door. Dec. 13, 3 p.m., at the Wilma Theater.
Pianist to play tonight
After being away from music 
for eight years, at least as a 
pianist serious about her own 
talents, Janet Downer is back, 
working on her masters degree in 
music at the University of Mon­
tana.
A graduate of the University of 
Kentucky, Downer came to UM 
last year to study under Phillip 
Clarke and work as a teaching 
assistant. Downer will be perfor­
ming her first recital at UM 
tonight at 8 in the Music Recital 
Hall.
Downer has prepared a concert 
of wide variety. Some pieces are 
traditional including Sonata, Op. 
10, No. 3 by Beethoven, Italian 
Concerto by Bach, and Jeux 
d’Eau by Ravel. Unlike these 
traditional works is a modern
work by Crumb entitled From 
Makroko8mo8, Vol. I  and an 
original work entitled Hind’s Feet 
on High Places by Chet Noll, UM 
gradate student.
Downer has been doing a lot of 
accompanying and enjoys it, “but 
the musical thought process is 
more rewarding for me solo,”  she 
said. “We all sort of like to get in 
the drivers seat.”
Downer says a performer must 
“ challenge herself to sink into the 
music. What does it have to offer 
you?” the musician must ask. 
“ You have to bring yourself 
to the piece. You can’t really say 
anything from stage if you don’t 
have any thoughts,” Downer 
said. Tonight is our chance to see 
what Janet Downer is thinking.
Step back moves artist forward
By Kate Egli
Kaimin Fine Arts Editor
In reaction to the academic 
analytical approaches to art he 
was getting in school, Mark 
Habib created a collection of 
black and white acrylics, which is 
now on exhibit in the University 
Center Art Gallery.
Habib had been working in 
large color paintings at Montana 
State University last spring 
when he felt that he was losing 
track of why he was painting. He 
switched to black and white 
because of the high contrast and 
used acrylics because of their 
ability to cover the canvas quick­
ly. Painting from memory, Habib 
portrays scenes from his life, 
using himself and friends as 
subjects.
Five of the paintings show an 
unassuming man of medium 
height with a bald spot and 
glasses. That is Habib. “Roses” 
looks over Habib’s shoulder in 
Rose’s Cantina, an underground 
bar in Bozeman. “Waiting”  tells 
of a time Habib and some friends 
rented a hall for an art show. A 
beer keg tapped and Mexican 
food ready to be eaten, they 
waited for the public to arrive.
As Habib worked more with the 
black and white acrylic, he began 
to see m ore and m ore 
possibilities. He experimented 
and created “Squeek By.” He uses 
the contrasts of wet and dry and 
sbft edges and hard lines. The 
woman’s form is hazy and
(Photo by Paul VanDevelder.) 
abstract. With some paintings, 
Habib felt he had gotten so 
wrapped up in the face that it took 
up the picture. “Squeek By” was a 
departure from that.
Habib likes to use paint as two 
things at once. “ I don’t want it to 
be too familiar,'”  said Habib 
about his paintings, “but I don’t 
want to scare people away.”
Habib does not feel that it is 
necessary to satisfy the public’s 
definition of art, but the artist 
must try to reach them in his own 
way.
Habib has a E).F.A. in art from 
MSU and is now studying there.
The show is in the U.C. Gallery, 
which is open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
until Friday.
BAMM spoofs TV and celebrates the stage
By Laura Harrawood
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Interviewing BAMM is like 
playing straight man in a Marx 
Brothers comedy routine.
Punchy from road travel, the 
group of four, whose last initials 
spell BAMM, rolled in from 
Portland at 9:30 yesterday mor­
ning to be interviewed by a 
serious young reporter who found 
herself grasping for bits of infor­
mation camouflaged by perpetual 
humor.
The four comics are Brian 
Bressler, who has appeared as a 
single on the “Johnny Carson 
Show” . several times; Gary 
Adams, a TV producer and direc­
tor; John Morrison, who worked 
three years with the American 
Theater Company, and Mis­
soula’s own Michele Mariana, a 
professional vocalist for nearly 
15 years known for her animation 
voices in “The Little Prince”  and 
“Dinosaurs.”
They have worked together as 
BAMM since last January, 
though they have known each 
other nearly 10 years.
They are a comedy team that 
loves to “ spoof things larger than 
life,” Mariana said. A flood of 
Orson Wells and Empire State 
Building comments followed. 
“The last days of the Reagan 
administration” provide “one 
last ray of hope” for spoof 
material, she said.
The format of their stage shows 
is somewhat like “Saturday 
Night Live” or “Fridays,” 
Mariana said, with some singing 
to add a touch of variety. The cast 
members do all the writing, 
costuming, camera and produc­
tion work for their shows, which 
are a combination of live enter­
tainment and video presen­
tations.
Currently, the troupe is perfor­
ming a satirical review of televi­
sion called “The Other Channel,” 
which pokes fun at news broad­
casts, gardening shows and 
everything in between, according 
to Mariana. They are trying to 
convince people that it is “ more 
entertaining to watch live enter­
tainment than television,”  
former “Laugh-In” regular Brian 
Bressler said.
The purpose of BAMM, accor­
ding to Mariana, is to “ give 
people an opportunity to have a 
good time . . .  identify with 
themselves . . .  and feel a little 
less isolated once in a while.”
BAMM is centered in Portland 
and performs mainly in the 
northwest in places such as 
Seattle and Vancouver. In addi-
Absence of Malice
By Greg Gadberry
Kaimin Reviewer
Less than a decade ago, a film 
called All the President’s Men 
kindled a strange and uneasy 
love affair between the American 
public and the press. In the film, 
journalists were portrayed as 
nothing less than social saints, 
who, with a flick of their pens, 
could topple an evil president 
from power.
A lot has changed since then. 
Libel suits and scandals have 
robbed the press of much of its 
dignity. Americans are less and 
less inclined to believe what they 
read, much less in the sainthood 
of those who write it. And even 
American filmmakers — once the 
heralds of journalism’s glory — 
are now portraying reporters in a
tion to attempting to take four 
new shows a year on the road, 
they will be filming one-hour 
presentations for cable TV, accor­
ding to Adams. BAMM wants to 
take success as far as it will 
naturally go, Mariana said. They 
want to continue doing quality 
material and “maintain the sense 
of joy” they get from enter­
taining, without letting the con­
cept of “making it”  become an 
“obsession,” she said.
Performances of “The Other 
Channel” will be tonight and 
tomorrow night at 8 at the 
H e llg a te  'H ig h  S ch o o l 
auditorium. Tickets are $4 for 
adults, and the funds will be used 
to pay for the new building for an 
alternative education school in 
Victor.
much less flattering light. Direc­
tor Sydney Pollack, in his new 
film, Absence of Malice is ap­
parently trying to destroy that 
myth of “journalist as saint.” But 
unfortunately, he does so by 
creating another mythical 
character: the journalist as 
moron.
Briefly, the film tells the story 
of a Miami businessman — 
played by Paul Newman — who 
finds himself the victim of a 
bizarre plot orchestrated by 
federal agents. Convinced that 
Newman could lead them to a 
murderer, the agents try to 
pressure him by letting the local 
press believe Newman himself is 
a suspect in the crime.
While Pollack makes it clear 
from the beginning that the 
Cont. to p. 10
All of it is accurate 
but none of it is true
MARK HABIB AND FRIENDS are the subjects o f  “ Waiting.”
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CHINESE
BUFFE7
SUNDAYS ONLY
ADULT $4.95 
SENIOR CITIZEN $4.00 
CHILDREN (UNDER 12) $3.00
ALL YOU CAN EAT
2102 Brooks 721-2909 
DELIVERY 7 DAYS A WEEK
M prvFri. from
m rw m +te
PERMANENTS FOR MEN?
THEY ARE MORE COMMON THAN YOU THINK!
If you have a straight, limp, unmanageable hair, 
a body perm is the solution.
If part of your hair is curly and the other is straight, a curly 
perm will make the overall style more uniform.
GET A PERM FOR THE HOLIDAYS
W
BIG SKY COLLEGE 
of BARBER-STYLING
OPEN 9-6 TUE.-SAT.
No Appointment Necessary 
800 Kensington Ave. 721-5588
l
l
15% OFF
A M  CROSS 
COUNTRYsms
THIS 
WEEK
COUPON EXPIRES DEC. 11
^ G U L L s f a
Missoula's Pro Ski Shop •  Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30 
Hwy. 10 W. and Reserve e 549-5613
Self-indulgent Shawn picks his faves
By Shawn Swagerty
Kaimin Contributing Reviewer
This dismal year is almost over 
and, given that the year is the 
chunk of chronology that 
observers of the arts generally 
use as a basis for review and 
comparison, today’s Kaimin is 
offering, for your thoughtful 
consideration, a rundown of my 
five favorite pieces of recorded 
music from the past year.
I could claim that these five 
recordings are the best of the 
year, and some of you would 
believe me (after all, they 
wouldn’t print it if it wasn’t true, 
right?). Well, suckers, life just 
isn’t that simple, no matter how 
much I’d like it to be. There are no 
“best” records; there are only 
“ favorite” records, despite the 
protestations of a person who 
once waved her finger in my face 
and ranted for ten minutes to try 
to force me to admit that John 
Denver’s “ Calypso” was “ the 
greatest song ever written.”
“Why print Shawn’s faves?” 
you ask your clergyman, who is 
always willing to help answer 
your questions. “Simple,”  he 
replies. “Shawn is more in­
telligent than you are.” Got any 
more dumb questions? Here, 
then, are five rock recordings of 
1981, recordings which deserve 
investigation; this is the lovely 
view from my ivory tower:
o  The Go-Go’s “Our Lips Are 
Sealed” — Female-made pop-rock 
does not have to follow the Suzi 
Quatro-Pat Benatar tradition of 
“ trying to be one of the boys.” 
“Our Lips Are Sealed” attests to a 
notion, long denied by record 
company decision-makers, that 
women have thoughts other than 
“ kick me,” “ stop kicking me,” or 
“ let’s do something bad,”  and 
that their talent can transcend
t §  PETO’S M
Pawn Shop ▼
The Pawn Shop with a Heart
C A S H  L O A N S
on almost anything 
o f  value.
We pay top prices for scrap 
gold. Anything marked 10K, 
14K, 18K, etc.
3314 Reserve 721-4327
their breasts and buttocks. 
Beyond what it proves, “ Our Laps 
are Sealed” is the most optimistic 
song o f  the year. Jane Wiedlin’s 
lyrics are direct and Belinda 
Carlisle’s vocals are unstrained. 
Spandex No More, or as Poly 
Styrene of X-ray Spex put it, “ Oh 
bondage, Up Yours!”
o  Devo — “ It’s a Beautiful 
World” — Sounding like an in­
spirational Protestant hymn 
with a backbeat, this is Devo’s 
long-in-coming follow-up to the 
manifesto set forth in “Jocko 
Homo” and “Shrivel Up” from 
the first Devo album. Gerry 
Casale’s nursery school lyrics cut- 
cruelly to the bone of the mentali­
ty behind the plastic spirit of 
“American Renewal,” which still 
smothers the country:
“ It’s a wonderful time to be here.
It’s  nice to be alive!
Wonderful people everywhere!
The way they comb their hair 
Makes me want to say,
‘It’s a wonderful place,
It’s a wonderful place,’
For You! For You!”
“ It’s a Beautiful World” is the 
most pessimistic song of the year. 
Those who missed “ Jocko 
Homo’s”  irony will really be lost 
with this song’s embrace with 
familiar ideals.
o  Gang of Four — “What We 
All Want” — From their second 
album Solid Gold, this single 
takes on the issue of “Love as a 
socially fabricated ritual vs. Love 
as a label for a function in male- 
female relationships.” No longer 
fearing melody, as he did on the 
album Entertainment!, singer 
Jon King articulates a beautiful 
vocal hook above the churnings 
of the rhythm section. A strange 
and great love song.
o  The Clash — “ Complete 
Control”  (live version from the 
Rude Boy sound track)—This is a 
stunning version of their 1977 
single, and it ranks with some of
Absence. .
Cont. from p. 9
federal agents are the villains 
here, he also tries hard to show it 
is the stupid and insensitive press 
who. cause the trouble.
Sally Fields — the ex-flying 
nun — portrays the young 
reporter who puts Newman’s
Come in and visit 
the award winning stylists o f
Elly Burton’s
for your holiday hair styles. We 
specialize in the total look. 
Open 8:00 to 9:00 weekdays and 
8:00 to 5:00 Saturdays for your 
convenience.
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the best live rock on record. After 
a depressing and draining day of 
driving Molly Hatchet back and 
forth between their hotel and the 
fieldhouse and watching their 
sludgy performance and their 
crowd of dazed and too-easily- 
pleased followers, it was a 
restoration of emotional vigor to 
listen to this tape of 3,000 kids 
singing along loud enough to 
drown out the backing vocals. 
Rock Democracy: The audience 
as the star.
o  Au Pairs-“ Diet” — Au Pairs 
is a British group of sexual 
egalitarians (I avoid the term 
“ feminist”  because it implies 
“ misandrist” in the same way 
that “masculist” . implies “mis­
ogynist”), whose music strikes a 
curious ba lance between 
minimalism and the complexities 
of Postpunk. “ Diet” flatly takes 
up the case of One-dimensional 
Woman. Lesley Woods sings:
“ He works the car — she the sink.
She’s not here to think.
Site with the paper — discuss the newr.
She doesn’t have political views . . .
A  woman’s own diet keeps her figure trim.
Has a headache, takes Anadn.
There’s a constant pain behind her eyes:
She needs to be tranquilized.”
The song builds to a climactic 
chant of “She needs to be tran­
quilized,”  the musical textures 
piling up underneath. Au Pairs 
promises more great things in the 
future, as their musical and 
political ranges continue to 
broaden. They are major figures 
in the new movement, which is 
redefining Rock.
Those are the recordings. The 
Who didn’t make it because Face 
Dances is their worst album ever. 
George Harrison didn’t make it 
because his last album is the 
worst album ever. Though the 
Kinks’ newest is good, they were 
capable of better. Apd the Stones’ 
newest sounds just as good as any 
album they’ve done since Exile on 
Main Street, though not as good 
as many other albums this year. 
I’m sure they will be disappointed 
not to have made the list.
story on the front page. 
Throughout the film, she is 
shown as agressive, hardnosed 
and uncaring — all the things 
that a stereotypical reporter is 
supposed to be. But what’s worse, 
she also portrays a reporter that 
is just plain stupid, not someone 
who should ever get a job in any 
newsroom, much less on a 
political beat.
Fields breaks almost every rule 
of journalistic ethics she can find. 
She dates the people she is repor­
ting about. She pressures an 
unstable woman into granting 
her an interview. She reads con­
fidential files and comes up with 
amazing — and inaccurate — 
conclusions later. In other words, 
she portrays an idiot. But this is 
what Pollack clearly wants us to 
believe that journalists have 
become.
Why Pollack wishes to slap 
down reporters is not clear. But 
what is clear is that his vision of 
journalism — like that of the 
producers of All the President’s 
Men — is wrong, seriously wrong.
In the end, “Absence of Malice” 
is little more than a mediocre film 
with an unsurprising conclusion. 
Yet it is the image it delivers, the 
image of idiotic journalists run­
ning rampant in America, that is 
so disturbing. Like newspapers, 
filmmakers should attempt to tell 
the truth in their works. For if 
they do not, the consequences 
could be far worse than they 
bargained for.
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BITTERROOT 
SERVICE CENTER
Hwy. 93 & 39th • 251-2525
• Inspect Engine Drive Belt • Inspect External Lights
• Inspect Engine Coolant • Inspect 1 Rear and 1 Front
• Pressure Check Cooling System • Brake Lining
• Inspect Exhaust System • Inspect Shock Absorbers
APPLIES T O  FORDS, T O Y O T A S  &  V O LVO S
reg. $19.60 Special $ 8 95
C H R IS T M A S
V A C A T I O N
S P E C IA L
Students spend summer 
performing with USO show
By Renata Birkenbuel
Kaimin Associate. Editor
There’s something to be said for 
local style.
This past summer the United 
Services Organization was 
represented by six University of 
Montana students who toured 
eight different areas of the world 
entertaining U.S. military per­
sonnel at camps, bases and on 
ships.
Style, the six-piece contem­
porary rock and variety show 
band, toured for two months in 
Korea, Seoul, Okinawa, Diego 
Garcia Island, various ships on 
the Arabian Sea, the Philippines, 
Guam and Johnston Island (in 
the Micronesian Islands).
How was the group, made up of 
three men and three women, 
chosen to represent the USO, 
famous for its extensive war-time 
tours lead by Bob Hope?
It began last January in 
somebody’s garage in Missoula, 
according to Timon Behan,- lead 
bass guitar and singer for the 
group.
About 25 women auditioned for 
the group, which already con­
sisted of- three men, and three 
were chosen by Joe Barrett, 
drummer, comedian, Singer and 
manager for the group.
Barrett and Behan’ s co­
workers, companions and best 
friends for ten weeks included
David Simmons, Kathy Kolman, 
Suzi Youell and Doree Taylor.
Once the group was formed, the 
first round of dedicated hard 
work came for Style. They prac­
ticed until the end of March, 
polishing their top forty music, 
comedy and magic acts and 
choreography. Style performed 
everything from blues to country 
to rock and fifties numbers, he 
added.
Members bought new equip­
ment and costumes out of their 
own pockets in accordance with 
USO standards.
Style was one of about 50 bands 
in the country selected. USO mem­
bers are strictly volunteers who 
work for nothing, devoting their 
time “to perform at isolated and 
remote military bases throughout 
the world,” Bruce said. He is an 
11-year veteran of USO tours and 
director of Legal Services at UM.
USO paid enough for each 
member’s room and board (a 
grand total of about $50,000, 
Bruce said) while the Department 
of Defense picked up the tab for 
air fare.
Style’s hard work paid off and 
the band left July 5 for North and 
South Korea.
While in the Arabian Sea the 
group visited seven different 
ships, including the Kittyhawk, a 
19-deck ship. Since it often did not 
know which ship it would enter­
tain next, the group had a hectic 
schedule. On the U.S.S. Kit­
tyhawk alone the schedule 
changed about seventeen times in 
seven days, according to Taylor.
“ It was hard, but it was worth it 
for me,” Behan said, explaining 
that the band put in a lot of extra 
hours loading and unloading 
equipment on and off buses and 
w a tch in g  n e rv o u s ly  as 
helicopters lowered amplifiers 
and drums onto the flight decks of 
ships.
Twice the band members 
themselves were lowered to totter- 
ing ships from  hovering 
helicopters, Behan said, his eyes 
lighting up with the memory. One 
by one a hoist cable complete with 
body collar dropped them to flight 
decks too small for whirlybirds.
Parts of the trip were frighten­
ing, Taylor said. In Korea there 
was a midnight curfew when 
everyone had to be off the streets. 
Tanks and soldier blockades were 
set up outside file base, and 
massive search lights roamed 
everywhere as a matter of rou­
tine, Behan said.
Behan and Taylor said they 
were able to see other USO bands 
perform and surprisingly ran into 
old high school friends in their 
travels.
Now officially dubbed USO 
tourists, Style members have the 
option of trying out for another 
tour next year.
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS CURRENTLY! 
ACCEPTING RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1982-83 ACADEMIC 
YEAR. APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED AT 
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE, ROOM 101, 
TURNER HALL, OR AT ANY OF THE RESPECTIVE 
HALL DESKS. APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A 
MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A. AND AN INTEREST IN 
WORKING WITH PEOPLE. INTERVIEWS WILL BE 
SCHEDULED DURING WINTER QUARTER, AND 
NEW RESIDENT ASSISTANT WILL BE SELECTED 
PRIOR TO THE END OF SPRING QUARTER. 
QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO THESE POSITIONS 
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE RESIDENCE 
HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE 
COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO THE 
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE BY JANUARY 15,1982. 
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U.C. REC. CENTER
N O W  FORMING
Bowling, Billiards and 
Table Tennis Leagues
W ou ldn ’t you  rather be 
p la y in g  p in g  pong  
or pool?
‘ Bowling League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men's, & Women’s 4-person teams. Play begins 
Jan. 19, rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is $50/team for all lineage. 
Tournament to determine champion—March 8-12
•Billiards League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s, & Women's 2-person teams. Play begins 
Jan. 18 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is $20/team. Tournament 
to determine champion March 8-12.
•Table Tennis League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men's, & Women’s 2-person teams playing 
singles. Play begins Jan. 19 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is 
$i5/team. Tournament to determine champion March 8-12.
Team Rosters are due 
by 2:00 p.m. Jan. 14, 1982
Turn Rosters in to U.C. Rec. Center desk.
*League p la y  accum ula tes po in ts  
tow ards A L L  SPORTS TROPHY
Do you  rea lly  
have a 395  
average?
For More Information Call 
U.C. Rec. 243-2733
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Tues.-Thurs. 
9:30-10:30 
2 For 1 
Mixed Drinks
Mon.-Fri. 
5:30-6:30 
Happy Hour
T h r e e  G r iz z lie s  m a k e  A ll -B ig  S k y
By Scott Turner
Kairoin Sporta Editor
Three members of the Grizzly 
football team have been named to 
the 1981 All-Big Sky Conference 
first team.
Pat Curry, 6-5, 255-pound 
senior defensive lineman from 
Billings; Mickey Sutton, 5-8,170- 
pound senior comerback from 
Union City, Calif., and Jim Roon­
ey, 6-1,240-pound senior offensive 
tackle from Missoula were voted 
the best in the conference by 
league coaches.
Record-setting senior tailback
PAT CURRY
Rocky Klever made second team 
at that position. More impressive, 
though, was his second-place 
finish as Most Valuable Offen­
sive Player. Klever was runner-up 
to Idaho State Quarterback Mike 
Machurek, an All-American 
selection.
Also named to the second team 
were wide receiver Dave Glenn, 
center Tom Perez, tight end Brian 
Salonen and linebackers Dennis 
Bowman and Curt McElroy.
Receiving honorable mention 
awards were wide receiver Brad 
Dantic, offensive guards Basil 
Jones and Rich Burtness, 
quarterback Marty Momhinweg, 
fullback Mike Hagen, defensive 
linemen Dave Paoli and Dave 
Chaplin, and Mickey Sutton as 
kick return specialist.
Sutton also finished third in the 
Most Valuable Defensive Player 
voting. Randy Trautman of Boise 
State was first. Linebacker Ben 
Keifer was chosen as one of the 
top six newcomers to the league.
The team’s 7-3 overall record 
was fifth best season in Grizzly 
history. It was the first winning 
season since 1975 and the best 
since 1970’s 10-1 finish.
Klever established himself as 
the number one career rusher in 
Grizzly history with 2,228 yards, 
783 of those coming in 1981. The 
old record of 2,076 was held by
Steve Caputo (1969-71).
Klever also finished fifth in 
career scoring with 112 points. 
Sophomore quarterback Marty
MICKEY SUTTON
Mornhinweg already ranks 
fourth in career passing yardage 
(2,061) and single-season passing 
yardage (1,187). In addition, 
Momhinweg holds records for 
career completions with 169, 
single-season completion percen­
tage (108 of 181,59.7 percent), and 
single-game percentage (14 of 17, 
82.4 percent against Northern 
Iowa).
Kicker Dean Rominger, also a 
sophomore, tied for fifth in single­
season scoring with 55 points. He 
was 11 of 18 on field goal attempts 
and 22 of 27 on PATs.
Sophomore receiver Dantic 
is 10th in career receiving with 
544 yards. He finished the season 
with nine catches for 249 yards, a 
27.7 average.
The Grizzlies set several 
records as a team in 1981. UM 
quarterbacks broke the old com­
pletion record of 138 by connec­
ting on 156 passes. They also set a 
completion percentage record by 
hitting on 156 of 266 passes for 
58.6 percent.
The Grizzlies also set a new 
mark for per-game passing yar­
dage by averaging 181.5 yards, 
almost 30 yards-per-game more 
than the old record of 154.6, set in 
1949.
Klever finished fourth in the 
Big Sky in rushing with an 87 
yard-per-game average. Salonen 
was ninth in receiving with 30 
catches, while Momhinweg rated 
fifth in passing efficiency with 
113.9 points and seventh in total 
offense with a 138.6 yard average.
Rominger ranked eighth in 
scoring, fifth in field goals and 
sixth in punting. Mike Hogan tied 
for sixth in interceptions with 
four, Sutton was first in punt
returns with a 9.1 yard average, 
and Randy Laird finished second 
in kickoff returns with a 15.9 
average.
Curry finished third in tackles 
among conference linemen with 
88 stops. Sutton ranked ninth 
among defensive backs with 58, 
and Hogan was 10th with 56.
Montana ranked third in total 
defense and first in rushing 
defense, giving up an average of 
120 yards a game. The Grizzlies 
also rated third in scoring 
defense, giving up an average of 
17.3 points.
JIM ROONEY
TIRED OF REGISTRATION 
DAY DELAYS?
Take time now before the end o f  the quarter to meet with your Advisor and secure a stamp, and avoid the need to do  so on the day 
you register!
You can get your Advisor to stamp the worksheet in your copy o f  the “ Winter Schedule o f  Classes”  which you can obtain in the 
Lodge (at Registrar's windows) first thing M onday morning, December 7th. Save that worksheet! On the day you' register, that, plus 
your registration form, will admit you into the Fieldhouse to section into classes. Remember, if you are a freshman; sophomore, junior, 
or transfer student who came to the University anytime beginning Autumn Quarter, 1979, you will have three asterisks on your 
registration form. This means you must present an Advisor’s stamp either on the registration form or on the “ Schedule o f Classes”  
worksheet before you can section into classes.
D ECLARE D  M A JO RS: Call your major Advisor and make an appointment to meet by December 18th. If you have forgotten your 
Advisor's name, call your department and check with the Advising Chajr (see campus directory).
GENERAL STUDIES (E X P LO R A TO R Y ) M A JO RS: If you have been assigned to a General Advisor your name will appear 
below with your Advisor’s name adjacent to it. Make an appointment to meet by December 18th. D on’t forget to take a “ Winter 
Schedule”  with you and to have its worksheet stamped before you leave!
If you have questions about this process, call the Advising Office, 243-2835.
Abbott, Kenneth— Lommasson 
Abel, Stephen— Lommasson 
Abell, Brett— Seel 
Abemathey, Bradley— Munzenrider 
Achtyrhof, Kent— Cestnik 
Adams, Jennifer— Oelz 
Addison, Allen— Dunn 
Aird, Patrick— Dunn 
Allen, Allison— Lott 
Al-nouri, Joe— Patton 
Alcock, Sally— Oelz 
Allen, Tom — Higinbotham 
Anderson, Daniel— Robinson 
Anderson, Jeffrey— Lommasson 
Anderson, Lisa— Munzenrider 
Anderson, Ruth— Udall 
Anson, David— Schipf 
Armstrong, Christopher— Mills 
Armstrong, Deborah— Evans 
Armstrong, Michael— W. W ood 
Armstrong, Jerold— Field 
Asid-Bailey, Frances— Munzenrider 
Auld, Linda Jo— Lott 
Aurandt, Sandra— Chaney 
Bagnell, Scott— Frazer 
Bailey, Joseph A. I ll— Field 
Bargmeyer. E. Brad— Yahvah 
Bargmeyer, Randy— Raoul 
Barr, Susan— Schipf 
Barth. Terri— Card 
Bartsch. Brian— Photiades 
Beagles, Lee Ann— Elison 
Beck, Brian— Elison 
Becken, Sheri— Madden 
Becker, Samuel— Garner 
Benner, Delores— Oelz 
Berard, Wayne— Huston 
Bemey, Dorothy— Schipf 
Bemthal, Thomas—C. Lee 
Berryman, Lisa— Unger 
Betzholtz. Anders— Stark 
Biering, Troy— C. Lee 
Bishop, Marion— Lommasson 
Bjerke, Orin— Unger 
Black. Michael— Madden 
Blakely. Thomas— Madden 
Boifeutllet. Suzanne—Card 
Bongiani, Perry— Fraser 
Bonilla, Edward— Barnhart 
Boring, M ona— Maloney 
Bossier. Karol— Cestnik 
Bowers, Elizabeth— Holliday 
Boyd. Helen— Allen 
Boyd. Robert — Mullin 
Bracy. Tamara—Streeter 
Braun. Stephen—Todd 
Brinkerhoff. Gregory— Zachariasen 
Brown. Jeffrey— Allen
Brown, Mary— Manis 
Bruesch, Laura— Mullin 
Brumfield, Ronald— Schipf 
Bruskotter, Angela— Todd 
Bruskotter, Jo Ellen— Harriman 
Bryan, Julie— Johnson 
Bryan, Van— Streeter 
Bullock, William— W. W ood 
Burch, Susan— Lindsay 
Burkart, Julie— Barnhart 
Burlingame, Shari— Cestnik 
Burns, Bruce— Yahvah
Cain, Marvin— Yahvah 
Cantrell, Theadora— N. W ood 
Carlson, Christopher— Field 
Carlson, T odd— Loughran 
Carlstrom, Kenneth— Elison 
Carr, Elizabeth— Fie(d 
Cassidy, Patrick— W oodbury 
Caster, Evan— Madden 
Castro, James— Huston 
Chamberlain, Bruce— Huston 
Churchwell, Jamie— Allen 
Ciolkosz, Mariana— Allen 
Clapp, Elaine— Chaussee 
Clark, Michael— Elison 
Clark, Rita— Faust 
Cline, Jennifer— Behr 
Cocchiarella, Kelli— S. Lee 
Cole, George— Pepion 
Coleman, Kimberly— Huston 
Cole, Wes— Higinbotham 
Collins, Timothy— Munzenrider 
Colyer, Kenneth— Maloney 
Com bo, Daniel— Stark 
Connell, Eugene— W oodbury 
Connor, Glenn A .— Seel 
Cooney, Maura— Schipf 
Cooper, Brian— Maloney 
Cooper, Kaylene— Nyman 
Cooper, Timothy— Streeter 
Cordry, Mary— Schipf 
Cote, Anne— Lommasson 
Cottrill, David— Robinson 
Coughlin, Gregory— Gamer 
Counsell, Marlene— Unger 
Creel. Louise— W ood 
Crook, William— Munzenrider 
Croteau, Ken— Stark 
Crowell, Kirsten— Nyman 
Crowley, Mary K.— Maloney ,
Cummins. William— Field 
Cunningham. John— Patton 
Cunningham. Mary— Rose 
Cunningham. Mary Margaret— Loughran 
Curry. Gail— Dozier 
Curtis. Rav—Chaussee
Curtis, Richard— Allen 
Curtiss, Julia— Seel
Daly, Joan— Lott 
Datsopoulos, Achilles— Lott 
Datsopoulos, Spilios— Loughran 
Dauenhauer, Thomas— Unger 
Davenport, Teresa— Chaney 
Davis, John—Townsend 
Davis, Marian— Munzenrider 
Davis, William— Seel 
Dawald, Eric— Robinson 
Dean, T om — Middleton 
Deden, Doris— Manis 
Del Grande, Tina— C. Lee 
Demaray, Devin— Lommasson 
Denning, Bradley— Patton 
Devine, Barry— Cestnik 
Dickman, Deborah— Lommasson 
Diebold, Tina— Loughran 
Dix, Robert— Seel 
D obie, Jeffrey— W oodbury 
Doherty, Timothy— Rose 
Donahue, Jonathan— Elison 
Dotz, Roland— Maloney 
Downing, Sara— Cestnik 
Doyle, Cheryl— Behr 
Dragos, Alison— Lindsay 
Drake, Carolyn— Middleton 
Dreo, Diane— Dunn 
Driscoll, Robert— Theimer 
Duff, Robyn— Todd 
Dugan, Marlys— Allen 
Duncan, Denise— Madden 
Dunkum, John— Maloney 
Earl, Keith— Card 
Elmer, Cheryl— Rose 
Elwood, Dane— Seel 
Engstrom, David— Behr 
Ericson, Thomas— Haggerty 
Erie, Christine— Madden 
Evans, Patricia— Evans 
Everett, Christine— Evans 
Ewart, Ronald— Mills
Faber, Michael— Oelz 
Fairweather, Bruce— Garner 
Falldorf, Daniel— Barnhart 
Fehrs, Daniel— Rose 
Felke, Patrick— Lott 
Feller, Diane— Field
Filcher, Mary—Zachariasen
Fischer. Gretchen— Cestnik 
Fischer, Michael— Theimer 
Fisher, Mark— Mullin 
Fisk, Roger— Zachariasen 
Flake, Rhonda— Unger 
Flom, Mary— W. W ood
Floren, Randall— Mills 
Foley, Elise— Allen 
Forman, Susan— Nielson 
Franseen, Lisa— Behr 
Fransen, Lori— Chaussee 
Frazier, John— Munzenrider 
Fredenberg, Harlan— Madden 
Frederick, Jay— Higinbotham 
French, Albert— Johnson 
Fuchs, Susan— Middleton 
Garver, William— Seel 
Gaskill, Belinda— Allen 
Gaudreau, John— Zachariasen 
Geer, Leslie— Lommasson 
Geiger, Pamela Jo— Barnhart 
Gideon, Steven— Udall 
Gillet, Lenore— Townsend 
Giilispie, Christy— McCulloch 
Gish, Mark— Oelz 
Goldsey, Teresa— Oelz 
Goodm an, George— Madden 
Goodpaster, Christine— Cestnik 
Gordon, James— Holliday 
Grassie, Grant— Behr 
Green, Susan— N. W ood 
Grimes, Tracy Jo— Faust 
Gripentrog, Jeannie— Evans 
Gorver, Vicki— Higinbotham 
Guisti, Lisa— Chaussee
Hagan, David—Townsend 
Hagan, Douglas— Higinbotham 
Hager, Karl— Holliday 
Haines, Jerry— Barnhart 
Hall, Gregory— Schipf 
Hallfrisch, Peggy Sue— Patton
Sallman, Perry— Allen ancock, Mark— Madden 
Hannan, Rebecca— Cestnik 
Hanson, Jeffrey— Madden 
Hardman, Rebecca— Streeter 
Harquail, Melanie— S. Lee 
Ham s, John— W oodbury 
Harston, David— Roy 
Harte, Jeffery— Holliday 
Hartman, T odd— Allen 
Hathaway, Janet— Johnson 
Hawkins, Pamela— W. W ood 
Hayes, M. Denise— Allen 
Heath, Julie— Oelz 
Heavner, Debora— Thornton 
Hembree, Tami— Maloney 
Henault, Jeffrey— Seel 
Hendricks, Kyle— Elison 
Hendrickson, Lynn— W. W ood 
Hengel, Cynthia— Udall 
Henneford, John— Cestnik 
Hennessy, Barbara—Garner 
Hess, Stephen— Barnhart 
Hickethier, Jeffrey— C. Lee 
Hightower, Thomas— Evans 
Hileman, Anne— Huston 
Hill, Laura— Lott 
Hinman, Michael— Huston 
Hochhalter, Cara— Patton 
Hodgetts, Thomas—Johnson 
Hoff; Julie— Loughran 
Hoffman, Cheryl— Behr 
Hoggatt, Gary— Nielson 
Hohman, Rusty— Lott 
Holtz, Danelle— Chaney 
Holy, Sandra— Todd 
Home Gun, Casey— Mills 
Homer, Timothy— Rose 
Horton, Paul— Maloney 
Hoselton, Devin— Patton 
Hoyer, Jeffrey— Middleton 
Huber, William— Allen 
Hudson, Cassandra— Rose 
Hughes, Diane— Holliday
Hultgren, Evonne— Loughran 
Hunter, Douglas— Theimer 
Husband, Robert— W. W ood
Inman, Nancy— Evans 
Irgens, John— Schipf
Jackson, Jerry— N. W ood 
Jacob, Thomas— Theimer 
Jahr, Sean— S. Lee 
James, David— Gamer 
Jansen, Kim— Nielson 
Jarriel, James— Unger 
Jauron, Raymond— Card 
Jelsing, Corrine— N. W ood 
Jenkins, Beverley— McCulloch 
Jensen, Frances— Card 
Johns, Kathryn— Cestnik 
Johnson, Craig— C. Lee 
Johnson, Kathleen— Huston 
Johnson, Sherri— Photiades 
Johnson, Shonah— Lommasson 
Jonas, Laura— Barnhart 
Jordan, Corrine— Field 
Jordan, Jeffrey— Huston 
Jordan, Maurice— Lindsay 
Josephson, Richard— Madden 
Kacher, Michael— Barnhart 
Kadri, Sabah— Cestnik 
Kahoe, Dana— Lindsay 
Kelley, Thomas— Jakobson 
Kelly, Eileen— McCulloch 
Kennedy, Paul— W oodbury 
Kennedy, Rodney— Photiades 
Kenney, Patricia— Patton 
Kinney, Steven— Maloney 
Kirdkendall, Camille— Patton 
Kisken, Norman— Seel 
Klakken, Audrey— Raoul 
Klueber, Mary Elizabeth— Haggerty 
Knaus, Karen— W oodbury 
Knoblauch, Greta— Cestnik 
Koenig, June— Holliday 
Kopacek, Debra— Middleton 
Korman, Wade— Zachariasen 
K om , Steven— Cestnik 
Kozak, Lisa— McCulloch 
Kratochvil, Daniel— McCulloch 
Kummer, Greggory— Seel
La Follette, Deborah— Udall 
Lahey, Sara— Photiades 
Lake, John— Manis 
Lamb, Graham— Theimer 
Lamb, Tad— Todd 
Landry, Aimee— Field 
Lange, Nancy— Harriman 
Larsen, Tonja—Johnson 
Larson, Nanette— Maloney 
Lamm, Mary Lee— Cestnik 
Lay, Rebecca—Theimer 
Le Cain, Ronald— Fraser 
Leary, Laurence— Seel 
Leegan, Timothy— Loughran 
Lehmkuhl, Jane— Cestnik 
Lend, Linda— Barnhart 
Leonard, Ralph— Udall 
Leslie, Daniel— Stark 
Lewis, Daniel— Nielson 
Llind, James— Lott 
Lineback, Brian— Behr 
Lints, Jean—Chaussee 
Lofgren, Jonathan— Johnson 
Lomasney, Paul— Gamer 
Long, Carl— Theimer 
Looker, Gayle— McCulloch 
Lopp, Daniel— Dunn 
Lucero, Gary— Manis 
Lustgraaf, Greg— Schipf
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CRAIG LARSEN goes up fo r  tw o. (Staff photo by Paul 
V  an De veld er.)
Two ‘D’s’ are key for Lady Griz
By Scott Turner
Kaimin Sports Editor
The University of Montana 
women’s basketball team posted 
its second win in as many outings 
this season as it thumped Carroll 
College 90-57 Tuesday night in 
Helena. The Lady Griz were 
paced by center Doris Deden, who 
scored 30 points and pulled down 
12 rebounds.
Deden, a sophomore, heads a 
list o f five juniors, four 
sophomores and four freshmen 
who make up a team that Coach 
Robin Selvig describes as 
“young, but extremely talented.”
Returning starters from last 
year’s 22-8 team are Deden (6-2), 
and guard Cheri Bratt (5-10, 
soph.). Bratt set school records 
last year in both assists (128) and
Griz win
The Montana Grizzlies upped 
their record to 2-0 by defeating the 
Utah State Aggies 61-46 before a 
Thursday night crowd of 7,237 at 
Dahlberg Arena.
UM was paced by sophomore 
guard Doug Selvig, who led all 
scorers with 15 points.
The Montana JV team defeated 
the Carroll College 70-62 in a 
preliminary game. L.P. Nichols 
scored 23 points to lead the Cubs.
The Grizzlies are in action 
again Saturday night when they 
host Augustana, S.D. Tipoff is at 
7:30.
steals (94). She was third on the 
team in scoring (8.6 ppg) and 
earned an honorable mention 
spot on the all-conference team. 
Deden was the second-leading 
scorer on the team (9.8 ppg) and 
set a school record for field goal 
percentage (53.4).
Other returning letter-winners 
are guard-forward Juli Eckmann 
(5-11, jr.), guard-forward Sue 
Habbe (5-8, jr.), forward Janet 
Ruetten (5-9, jr.), guard Cathy St. 
John (5-8, jr.) and forward Shari 
Thesenvitz (6-0, soph.).
Heading a recruiting crop 
Selvig said “ could easily be the 
best I’ve had here” are transfers 
Ruth Fugelbert (G-F, 5-8, jr.) and 
Siobhan Hathhorn (F, 6-0, soph.). 
Fugelberg was a seond-team all- 
conference selection at Boise 
State in 1979-80. Hathhorn 
played her freshman season at 
Stanford.
The top freshman recruit is 6-2 
forward-center Anita Novak, a 
Converse High School All- 
American from Minot, N.D. The 
other recruit is Barb Cavanaugh, 
a 5-9 guard.
Two freshmen who made the 
team as walk-ons are forward 
Sheri Henry (6-0) and guard Mary 
Doehler (5-8).
“ I’m extremely pleased with all 
of the recruits,”  Selvig said. “ I 
think they’ll all help us right 
away.”
Selvig, in his fourth year at 
UM, feels depth and defense 
should be the team’s strongest
points.
*‘We’ll always put a great deal 
of stress on defense,” he said. “ I 
feel this has been the key to our 
success.”
As for depth, Selvig said, “This 
is by far the deepest team I’ve had 
here. I don’t expect us to have a 
single standout. I think everyone 
will contribute, and it will be a 
real team effort.”
Montana is a member of the 
Northwest Women’s Basketball 
League. Seven schools will com­
plete for the AIAW/Region 9 title 
and a chance to represent the 
Northwest in the AIAW National 
Championships. Those schools 
are Alaska-Anchorage, Boise 
State, Eastern Washington, 
Portland State, Washington 
State, Montana State and Mon­
tana.
“The schedule will be tough, 
but it’s perfectly suited for this 
club,”  he said. “ We’re going to 
have a lot of tough tests, and I 
think that will be good for us. 
This team is young and they need 
to be challenged. That’s the only 
way they’re going to improve.”
“This team has tremendous 
potential, and I think they’ll 
improve as the year goes on,” 
Selvig concluded. “ I definitely 
think we’ll be in the thick of the 
league race.”
The Lady Grizzlies play 
tonight and tomorrow at 
Anchorage before returning 
home to host Western Montana 
Thursday.
Mac Kay, Kathy— Stark 
Maguire, Colleen— Faust 
Mating, Andrew— Patton 
Maricelli, Richard— S. Lee 
Marshall, Cynthia— Fraser 
Marshall, Lisa— Todd 
Marx, Kathleen— Rose 
• Matte, Steve— Pepion 
Matthews, Mark— S. Lee 
Matuska, Nancy— Johnson 
Mayer, R ex— Robinson 
Maynard, Alan— Cestnik 
Mays, William— Schipf 
M azzucola, Kevin— C. Lee
McCall, Thom as— Mills 
M cCullough, Robert— Zachariason 
M cD onald, Tina— Elison 
McEntee, Pamela— Manis 
McGinn, Matthew— Lommasson 
McGrath, Regina— Rose 
M cGrory, M olly— Raoul 
McLean, James— Unger 
McLean, Stephen— Oelz 
McMain, Douglas— Unger 
McNulty, Steven— Huston 
Melton, Rebecca— Johnson 
Meyer, Kevin— Fraser 
Mielke, Dorothy— Middleton 
Milkovich, David— Dunn 
Miller, Diana— Patton 
Miller, Laurie— Cestnik 
Miller, M olly— Raoul 
Miller, Shan— Chaney 
Millhouse, Stephen— C. Lee 
Mills, Kurt— W oodbury 
Milward, L o ij— Todd 
Minnich, Gene— Higinbotham 
Moase, Angela— Lommasson 
Mockler, Richard— Madden 
Moffett, Diana— Schipf 
M onk, Dabra— Behr 
Moreau, Matthew— Nielson 
Morey, Evangeline— Harriman 
Morris, Jay— Patton 
Mostad, Thom as— Mullin 
Moylan, Thom as— Lindsay 
Mulcahy, Ellen— T odd 
Mullen, Ann— Faust 
Munro, Jom — Schipf 
Murray, Patricia— Fraser
Nankivell, Sally— Evans 
Neagle, David— Allen 
Nelson. Barbara— Patton 
Nelson, Douglas— Faust 
Nelson, Ross— Garner 
Neufeld, Edward— Theimer 
Neumann, Patricia— Cestnik 
Newell, Martha— Gam er 
Newman. Kimberly Rene— Huston 
Newman. Lynn— Evans 
Nguyen. Thanh N goc— Todd 
Nichols. Daniel— T hom top 
Nicholson, David— Oelz 
Nielsen. Shannon— Raoul 
Nisbet. Jerri— Corak 
Noonan, D onald—Theimer 
Norberg. Terri— Oelz 
Norby. Joseph— Elison 
Norvell, Hohn— Madden 
Novak. Anita— N. W ood 
Nyman. Nicholas— Allen 
Nyman. Thomas— Harriman
OjBricri. Josephine— Madden 
O Kceffe. Kirsten— Lott
O’Neill, Joseph— Patton 
O ’ Rourke, David— W oodbury 
Oberlander, Paula— Munzenrider 
Ohnstad, Kathryn— Elison 
Olson, Cara— Stark 
Olson, Mark— Evans 
Orofino, Gina— Higinbotham
Pace, G ordon— Lommasson 
Painter, Steven— M cCulloch 
Palmer, Vaden— Yahvah 
Pancratz, Robert— Cestnik 
Pappas, Maudina— Alien 
Parge, Jason— W ood 
Parisian, Margaret— Mullin 
Parsons, Deanne— Thornton 
Patrick, Rhonda— Patton 
Paulson, Karla— Theimer 
Paulson, Keith— S. Lee 
Pearson, Diane— Streeter 
Pedraza, Carlos— Madden 
Peterson, John F. I ll— Neilson 
Peterson, Kurt— Photiades 
Phillips, Leslie— Todd 
Phy, Cheryl— Behr 
PeiL Kerri— Johnson 
Pierce, Richard— Theimer 
Pilskalns, Andrew— Unger 
Plenger, Robert— Elison 
Poore, Michael— Lott 
Porte, Glenn— Thornton 
Potter, Jacqueline— Barnhart 
Potts, Eric— Townsend 
Pounds, William— Johnson 
Prentice, Katherine— Chaney 
Price, Ian— Lommasson 
Pry, Dennis— Dunn 
Pullin, Beveryly— Photiades 
Putz, Jane A .— Cestnik
Qualey, Sharlene— Elison
Rains, Cynthia— Theimer 
Raisl, David— Manis 
Ralph, Allison— Robinson 
Randall, Chester— Field 
Rangitsch, Jim— Mullin 
Rasmussen, Anchor— Kang 
Ray, Nancy— Madden 
Rebich, Sheila— Roy 
Regan, Charles— Photiades 
Reiman, Ronald— Barnhart 
Reiner, William— Huston 
Reis-M oriz, Emmett— Barnhart 
Reynolds, Bradley— W oodbury 
'R hine, Geraldine— Middleton 
Rhyne, Paul— Schipf 
Rice, Lisa— Madden 
Richards, Katherine— Madden 
Richardson, James— W. W ood 
Robertsoq, James—Thornton 
Robinson, James— Maloney 
Rodgers. Mary— Madden 
Rogers, Jon— Higinbotham 
Rogers, Laurel— Lott 
Rolandson, Michael— Lommasson 
Rom ero, G loria— W. W ood 
Rominger, Gary— Faust 
Ronise, Dean— Johnson 
Rosenberger, Robin— W oodbury 
Ross, Jeannette—Townsend 
Ross. Judy— Todd 
Rossmiller, Michael— Lott 
Rouse. Kevin— Evans 
Royle. Janet— Barnhart 
Ryan. Larry— Huston
Sauerbier,. Long— Chaney 
Savage, Karen— Dunn 
Savage, Robert— Seel 
Sax, Stephen— Seel 
Schaan, Patrick— Streeter 
Scherer, Deborah— Oelz 
Schmidt, Eddie— Mullin 
- Schnee, Tim othy— Munzenrider 
Schott, Kevin— Dunn 
Seitz, Michael— Allen 
Selvage, Daniel— Behr 
Selvage, David— Zachariasen 
Sergeant, Elizabeth— Lommasson 
Shanks, Leo— Stark 
Sharkey, Carol— Harriman 
Sharp, Julia— Faust 
Shaw, Wendy— W. W ood 
Shear, Arletha— N. W ood 
Shorten, Brent— Raoul 
Shoup, John— N. W ood  
Silfven, Denise— Fraser 
Silver, Daniel— Loughran 
Simmons, David— Faust 
Simpson, Gary— Fraser 
Sizemore, Cynthia— Behr 
Skelton, List— Oelz 
Skiles, Daniel— Oelz 
Slusser, Montana— Rose 
Small, Sharon— Dunn 
Smith, Kelly— Cestnik 
Smith, Sarah— W. W ood 
Softich, Chris— R oy 
Sonder, Tobiah— Johnson 
Sorenson, Joseph— Seel 
Sorrell, Malcum— Johnson 
Sowles, Jerold— Allen 
Sowre, Curtis— Zachariasen 
Speiser, Ladonna— Cestnik 
Spoffoixi, Andrew— Manis 
Squire, Kelly— Oelz 
Stahl, Richard— Gam er 
Stanford, Peggy— Yahvah 
Stelling, Grant— Stark 
Stephens, Andre— Oelz 
Stephens, Lori— Haggerty 
Stergios, Ellen— Madden 
Stetson, Robert— Seel 
Sticka, Michelle— Evans 
Stobart, Kelley— Card 
Stout, Julie— Evans 
Strait, Mary— Card 
Sullivan, Callie— Rose 
Suydam, Robert— Fraser 
Swagerty, Shawn— Madden 
Swan, Lon— W . W ood 
Swarens, Jeffrey— Unger 
Syskowski, Jane— Chaney
Tarrow, William— Fraser 
Thaggard, Joseph— Lott 
Thaggard, Stephen— Johnson 
Thomas, Jacqueline— Photiades 
Thom pson, Deanna— Lommasson 
Thom pson, James— Haggarty 
Thomsen, Lyle— Elison 
Thornton, John— Patton 
Thullen, Christopher— Munzenrider 
Timm, Paul— C. Lee 
Tippie, Richard— Udall,
Tower, Thom as— Lindsay 
Tramelli, Brett— Higinbotham 
Trenary, Colleen— Robinson 
Trenary, Tara— Dunn 
Trimp, Christine— Unger 
Twardoski, Pamela— S. Lee
Valentine. David— Zachariasen
Vallie, John— Fraser 
Van de K op, Margie— Oelz 
Van Swearingen, Jenny— Rose 
Vant G foewewout, Douglas— Lindsay 
- Veitenheimer, Larry— Nielson 
Vereyken, Jill— S. Lee 
Vermillion, Ed— Schipf 
Virag, Scott— Lott
W ade, Judi— Field 
Wagenaar, Rayna— Nyman 
Walden, Barbara— Behr 
Walla, Theresa— Madden 
Walseth, Bradley— Lommasson 
Wang, Sidney— Dunn 
Ward, Bayliss— Stark 
Wayne, Mark— Udall 
Weier, George— Oelz 
Weisenburger, Kimberly— M cCulloch 
Welch, Danile— Lindsay 
West, M onty— Maloney 
West, Susan— Udall 
Westfall, Marie— Lommasson 
Wesphal, Kyle— Yahvah 
Westropp, Ellen— Mills 
Wetzel, Julie— Chaussee 
White, Richard— Mills 
Wickes, Gregory— C. Lee 
Wilkens, Kenneth— Faust 
Williams, Janet— McCulloch
Wilson, Robertine— Rose 
Wineman, Neal— W oodbury 
Wjnn, Phyllis— Unger 
Winningham, Dawn— Loughran 
W inslow, Jeanne— Madden 
Wirth, William— McCullough 
Wohlschlager, Clarence— T odd 
W olf, Eric— Lott 
W olfcStephen— Lott » 
Wolferman, Keith— Theimer 
W ood , Kathleen— Todd 
W oodhouse, Harold— Faust 
W oodson, Kenneth— Schipf 
W oolf, M onica— Chaussee 
Wright, Carla— C. Lee 
'Wright, Gregory— Holliday 
Wyse, Garrison— Higinbotham 
Wyse, Kambel— Higinbotham
Yarmey, Marianne— Madden 
Yates, James— Dunn 
Yochim , Daniel— S. Lee 
Young, Joan— Garner 
Young, Mitchell— Madden 
Youpee, Marvin— Zachariasen
Zeigler, Craig— Thornton 
Zeiler, Lorraine— Cochran 
Zenahlik, Isabel— Faust 
Zezotarski, Gregg— S. Lee 
Zwim er, Mary— Madden
General Advisors
Advisor Office Phone Maloney LA 328 4801
Allen PHP 227 2391 Manis M A 302 4723
Barnhart LO 148 4711 McCullough LO 148 4771
Behr LO 148 4711 Middleton LO 148 4711
Card HS 510 5972 Mills Library 6800
Cestnik Library 6810/6860 Mullin Library 6861
Chaney SHS 04 4131 Munzenrider LO 148 4711
Chaussee LO 148 4711 Neilson LO 148 4711
Cochran PHP 119 6495 Nyman LO 148 4711
Dozier LA 254 2121 Oelz Library 6800
Dunn Library 6731 Patton BA 301A 5023
Elison Library 6771 Pepion 740 Eddy 5831
Evans SS 324 4681 Photiades LA 402 5612
Faust HS 507 4792 Raoul FA 203 2291/4481
Field CP 304 6374 Robinson LO 148 4711
Fraser LO 148 4711 Rose LA 326 2101
Garner LO 148 4711 Roy SS 202 2954
Haggarty LO 148 4711 Schipf Library 6811
Harriman LO 148 4711 Seel LO 148 4711
Higinbotham M G  102 2769 Stark LO 148 4711
Holliday LA 323 2501 Streeter LO 148 4711
Huston LO 148 4711 Thornton LO 148 4711
Jakobson SC 119 6221 Theimer LO 148 4711
Johnson Library 2053 Todd FA 303C 4181
Kang LA 157 4402 Townsend LA 428 6233
C. Lee LO 148 4711 Udall LO 148 4711
S. Lee LO 148 4711 Unger LA 414 4655
Lindsay LA 252 5102 N. W ood LO 148 4711
Lommasson LO 148 4711 W. W ood LO 148 4711
Lott LA 153 4421 W oodbury CP 305 6332
Loughran LA 317 4321 Yahvah LO 148 4711
Madden SS 303 4727 Zachariasen MG 102 2769
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THE WORLD
• The United States and 
Israel published a joint 
declaration yesterday aim­
ed at clearing the way for 
European participation in 
the Sinai peace-keeping 
force. But Jewish settlers 
o p p osed  to I s r a e l ’ s 
withdrawal from the Sinai 
Peninsula in April burned a 
government office in the 
Sinai town of Yamit and 
barricaded the town gates. 
The office was damaged, 
but no injuries were 
reported.
• Secretary-General Kurt 
Waldheim withdrew his 
name yesterday from 
further balloting for the 
post of next secretary- 
general. However, the presi­
dent of the U.N. Security 
Council said the action did 
not mean Waldheim was 
out o f  the running. 
Waldheim has been vetoed 
by China, and Tanzanian 
Foreign Minister Salim 
Ahmed Salim, another con­
tender f6r the post, has been 
vetoed by the United States.
weekend
TODAY
Concert
UM Wind Ensemble, free, Music Recital Hall, 8 
P-tn.
M eeting
Campus recycling committee, SAC office, 11
Workshop
“ BAMM,” a comedy and satire troupe, will hold 
a workshop with a UM drama class, the public is 
invited, Hellgate High School Auditorium, use 
Connell Street entrance, 2 p.m.
Performance
“ BAMM ,” comedy and satire troupe, will per­
form, admission $4 for adults and $2 for children, 
Hellgate High school Auditorium, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY
Rally
Walk for Peace, march from Caras Park to 
Missoula County Courthouse, sponsored by SAC  
and Headwaters Alliance, 1 p.m. at Caras Park.
Performance
“BAMM ,” comedy and satire troupe, will per­
form, admission $4 for adults and $2 for children, 
Hellgate High School Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Volleyball
International Students' Union volleyball prac­
tice, WC gym, 7 to 10 p.m.
Sports
Men's J.V. basketball, UM vs. Dawson Com­
munity College, FH, 5:15 p.m.
Men’s'varsity basketball, UM vs. Augustana, 
FH, 7:30 p.m.
SUNDAY
“Sex and the Single Person,” sexual ethics for 
single persons will be discussed, Donna Taylor, 
UM sociology TA will speak in the Fireside Room, 
University Congregational Church* 405 Universi­
ty Ave., 11 a.m.
MONDAY
Colloquium
“ Platonic Geometries—the Case of the Cure,” 
Fernand Lemay, professor of mathematical didac­
tics from Universite Laval, Quebec, Canada, Math 
109, 4 p.m.
Meeting
Amnesty International, first organizational 
meeting, The Lifeboat, 532 University Ave., 7:30 
p.m.
Discussion
“Coping with the Holiday Blues,” Diane Had- 
don of the Mental Health Center, Missoula City- 
County library conference room, 7 p.m.
Going home for 
W inter Q uarter?
Why not store your 
belongings with us 
until you return?
• CONVENIENCE
• SECURITY
• BIKE STORAGE UNITS
• ECONOMY SIZES. AS LOW 
AS $6.00 PER MONTH.
6 4r  ^
|Rent m ISPacel
Clark St. & Dearborn
1 728- 6222~~j
WmM f f l i i
A compromise is being 
worked out.
• A Pretoria, South Afri­
can court on Wednesday 
freed “Mad Mike” Hoare 
and 43 other mercenaries, 
including an American. The 
Marxist president of the 
Seychelles, an island nation 
off the African coast, said 
the action proved South 
Afriqa’s involvement in the 
botched coup against his 
regime.
THE NATION
• A Senate Intelligence 
Committee report raises 
questions about William 
Casey and his finances and 
has prompted two members 
of the panel to call for his 
removal from his post as 
CIA director. The report 
said Casey omitted large 
amounts of information 
from his initial disclosure 
forms to the committee and 
to the Office of Government 
Ethics.
• The A m erica n  
Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
proposed raising most in­
terstate long-distance rates 
yesterday. While the in­
crease for most long­
distance calls would on the 
average be less than two 
percent, the impact on 
many business telephone
customers would be greater. 
The company said the 
changes would generate 
annual revenue of $181.4 
million.
• Wealthy industrialist 
Armand Hammer said 
yesterday that he will 
award $2 million to scien­
tists to find a cure for cancer 
in the next decade. An 
award of $1 million will go 
to the scien tist who 
achieves a cure and an 
annual award of $100,000 
will go to the scientist con­
sidered to have made the 
biggest advance toward a 
cure.
MONTANA
• A lawyer for two 
leading state environmen­
tal organizations asked the 
Montana Supreme Court 
Wednesday to halt con­
struction of a power line 
being built through a scenic 
m ou n ta in ou s  re g io n  
between Bozeman and 
Dillon. Attorney William 
Maddem, representing the 
M ontana W ilderness 
Association and the Mon­
tana Environmental Infor­
mation Center, asked that 
the report be sent back to 
the state Board of Natural 
Resources and Conserva­
tion for review.
FRIDAY SPECIAL SATURDAY SPECIAL
Steak and Spaghetti
with Salad Bar
Italian Buffet
with Salad Bar
$3.50 5.10 pm $4 .25  5-10p.m.
MACE’S VILLA SA M  I.VO
241 IV. Main 543-8414
With Friday or Saturday 
Night Dinner
Domestic Beer ........... 75<P
y2 Litre W ine,............$1.50
--------------------COUPON EXPIRES DEC. 5 ------------------------•
Mexican and American Food
130. E. Broadway • 728-7092 • Open 11 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
iuimiiiiiimmimmmmmmiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiti
Specials
MILLER 6 pack cans .......... *2.39
LO WEN BRAU light or dark
six pack . .*2.99
COKE, TAB, 7-UP. PEPSI OR
DIET PEPSI ...... 2/89C plus deP.
CELLA . . . Lambrusco, 
Bianco or Rosato 750 ml. *2.79
BLUE NUN 750 ml...........*4.99
Andre Champagne 750 ml. *2.99
| GRIZZLY GROCERY
=  KAMPUS KEG KORNER
Comer of S. Higgins and E. Beckwith 721-2679
Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-midnight — Sat.-Sun. 8:00-midnight
=niNmmimmmmimmimmmmimmmiiiiiiimiimii
RECORDING STARS B 2 A £ E
V2 Price 
Drinks 
6-9
3 Hour 
Happy Hour
TRADING POST
SALOON
Sat.-Sun. Bargain
NIGHTLY AT 8:00 ONLY * Matinee at 2:00 Only
WILMA Theatres •  131 S. Higgins •  543-7341
T tlartin jS coraese is  pleased, to i n v i t e  yp u . 
to see. f o r  th e .firs t t im e  a n y w h ere , 
h is  c o m p le te  u n c u t  v e r s io n  o f
in  a. s p e c t
“tlew U orh, TltwUpr}["  
a t one week enaacutiv 1[ g gement.
LIZA MINNELLI ■ ROBERT DE NIRO
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